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Abstract

The ability to measure the internal signals of integrated circuits (ICs) is critical for the

circuit design and failure analysis. Conventional contact probes are often inadequate for

testing of current IC technologies which are featured by smaller sizes and faster speeds.

Electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) has been proved to be an alternative solution.

In EFM, circuit voltages can be measured by monitoring the mechanical deflection of

a noncontacting microfabricated probe (with a sharp tip at the end) as it responds to the

localized electrostatic interaction. The measurement bandwidth of the EFM using direct

methods is limited to the mechanical frequency response of the probe. To overcome the

bandwidth limitation, dynamic-mode EFMs (DEFMs) have been developed in 1990s by

employing the nonlinear dependence of the electrostatic interaction on the difference

between the probe and the circuit voltages.

This is an extended research on the dynamic mode electrostatic force microscopy.

The goal is mainly to improve the spatial and temporal resolution in its application for the

time-resolved measurement of the internal voltages of high-speed ICs. The instrument

developed in this research measures the high frequency circuit signals by driving the

circuit with a synchronized repetitive pattern and the probe with an amplitude modulated

sampling pulse train. The detected deflection signal at the modulation frequency is

proportional to the circuit test point voltage, due to the signal mixing between the probe

and the circuit voltages. By adjusting the phase difference between the two voltages, the

instrument provides the wave shape of the test point signal, yielding information such as

rise and fall times, ringing and timing.

To obtain quantitative absolute voltage information, a null-force technique is adapted

in this research to enable the instrument for quantitative voltage measurements in

conjunction with very high bandwidth measurements.

Using the instrument, measurements are performed in ambient conditions, interfacing

with existing test equipment and minimal sample preparation requirements. From the

measurements, system performance, such as the bandwidth, timing accuracy, voltage

sensitivity and probe invasiveness are evaluated in comparison with theoretical

charactenzation. The bandwidth of the instrument is improved by using a high-speed

pulse generation system to generate sampling pulses with pulse width as small as 37 ps.
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Repetitive sampling measurements for ICs operating up to 10 Gbils are presented and

the instrument demonstrates a bandwidth of 8 GHz and a timing accuracy of 10 ps.

Quantitative voltage measurements for ICs operating up to 250 Mbils are presented and

the instrument demonstrates a voltage accuracy of < 30 mV over a dynamic range 2.5 V.

The spatial resolution of the instrument using a standard EFM probe has been

investigated experimentally and theoretically. Studies show that the probe is unable to

achieve sub-micron spatial resolution in practical probing of an operating IC, due to the

large tip-to-sample distance (typically >100 nm) required when operated on a probe

station in ambient conditions or when a circuit passivation layer is present. This could

result in strong coupling of interfering signals to the probe tip sidewall and the cantilever

and causes incorrect waveform and quantitative voltage measurements. To improve the

probe spatial resolution, two dynamic electrostatic force-gradient microscopy approaches

are proposed in this research. One uses a numerical force-gradient detection approach, in

which the force gradient is extracted numerically from directly sensing the force induced

deflections for two tipto-sample distances. The second approach enables direct detection

of high-frequency force-gradients by employing a high-frequency implementation of a

mechanoelectric cross-modulation scheme. It involves using an external vibration

oscillator to mechanically modulate the tip-to-sample distance. Measurements on three

parallel interconnects of an IC operating up to 500 MbiVs demonstrate a submicron

spatial resolution and a significant reduction of interference from adjacent interconnect

signals by using the force-gradient detection approaches.
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Chapter I

Introduction

The rapid advance of integrated circuit (IC) technologies is characterized by

substantial decreases in the size and spacing of structures, and increases in the chip

complexity, size and speed of operation [1]. Modern IC designers often find that their

circuits do not perform up to specifications, especially at high frequencies, no matter how

sophisticated the computer aided design tools they used. Errors due to timing, cross talk,

power supply bounce, power grid fluctuation, and ringing may cause the circuit to have a

functional failure. Circuit diagnosis and failure analysis require internal probing of the

circuitry of the packaged ICs to analyze signals, which are usually not accessible through

the ICs' external VO connections (as shown in Fig. 1.1) without adding extra circuitry in

the design.

To perform internal probing of an IC, which can operate at over I Gbils with feature

sizes less than I Fffi, ffi ideal diagnostic instrument must be able to provide noninvasive

measurements with both high temporal and high spatial resolution and to be operated in a

normal environment (without the need for complex calibration).

Fig. 1.1. A packaged IC with a die and VO connections.
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1.1 Internal IC probing techniques

At present, internal IC probing is carried out by contact or non-contact probing

techniques. Contact probing uses a small metal (needle or wire) probe, which extracts an

internal electrical signal by establishing a direct electrical contact with a circuit test point.

Such probes are often in various physical sizes and can be organized into three categories:

low impedance, medium impedance and high impedancel2l.

Low impedance probes, such as coaxial, microstrip, and coplanar waveguide probes,

are designed for matched impedance (50 O) measurements, such as for monolithic

microwave integrated circuit measurements (MMICs) [3]. Low impedance probes usually

have very high bandwidths; however, they are usually too invasive for the internal

probing due to the 50 Q loading these probes present.

Medium impedance probes, such as resistive divider probes, are less invasive in

comparison with low impedance probes. A tradeoff between loading and voltage

measurement sensitivity exists for these probes.

High impedance probes can be categonzed into two classes, active and passive. A

passive probe uses a large series resistor in parallel with a compensating capacitor to

achieve high bandwidth. An active probe is commonly used for a digital sampling

oscilloscope. This type of probe utilizes an active buffer near the probe tip to separate the

50 O load of the oscilloscope from the circuit under test. The bandwidth of an active

probe is typically limited by the bandwidth of the active buffer. At high frequency, probe

loading is usually determined by its shunt capacitance, which is the combination of the

gate capacitance and the surrounding parasitics of the probe. Figure 1.2 is apicture of an

active probe from Picoprobe, which has a tungsten probing wire with a very sharp end [4].

The fastest commercial active probe has been reported to have rise/fall times of 14 ps (a

frequency response of DC to 26 GHz), and a nominal loading input impedance of 1.25

MÇ) shunted by 0.05 pf (Picoprobe Model35) [4].

The physical size of a contact probe determines its spatial limitation. A wire probe

may have a sharp end radius as small as 100 nm [4]. Smaller contact probes have been

developed using techniques based on the contacting Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)

probes [5]. The typical AFM probe tip radius is l0 ro 40 nm [6].
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Fig. 1.2. An active high impedance probe with a tungsten probing wire [4].

A contact probe can not be used for buried circuit traces without using a time-

consuming and potentially destructive tool such as a focused ion beam (FIB) to

"deprocess" the circuit. As alternatives, non-contact intemal probing techniques, such as

electro-optic probing [7], elechon-beam probing [8], near infrared optical probing [9,10],

and scanning probe microscopy (SPM) based techniques such as magnetic force

microscopy [11] and electrostatic force microscopy U2,13,14], ultrafast scanning

tunneling microscopy [15] and photoconductive sampling probing [16], have been

developed in the last decades. In this section, all of the mentioned probing techniques will

be reviewed.

1.1.1 Electro-optic probing

Electro-optic probing techniques are based on the well known electro-optic effect, the

Pockels effect, i.e. the refractive index of an electro-optic active material is changed

when an electrical field is applied across the medium [17]. As a result, the polarization of
the light passing through the material is changed in proportion to the electrical field.

Electro-optic probing techniques have been extensively used in internal probing of high

speed digital integrated circuits U8l and field mapping of monolithic microwave

integrated circuits [1 9].

There are two tlpes of electro-optic probing systems, intemal (direct) and external.

Direct electro-optic probing requires the device under test to be fabricated on a substrate

that is an electro-optic active material, such as GaAs [7]. External electro-optic probing

utilizes an electro-optic crystal as a probe situated at a close distance above the circuit
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test point and focuses a pulsed laser beam is on the front side of the circuit through the

crystal as shown in Fig. 1.3 Ul. A change in polarization of the laser beam will be

imposed by the electrical field across the substrate in the internal probing system or by

the electro-optic crystal in the external probing system. The change in polarization, Àq, is

proportional to the local potentíal, v". A synthesizer was used to phase-lock the pulsed

laser train with the circuit stimulus so that measurements of the potential amplitude and

phase can be performed [20].

beam splitter

Fig. 1.3. A diagram of indirect electro-optic probing over a circuit test point..

Electro-optic probing techniques can offer extremely high temporal resolution,

allowing the charactenzation of signals with rise times as fast as 1 ps when using sub-

picosecond duration laser pulses [7]. The minimum detectable voltage for an electro-optic

probing system is about 1 mV and a sensitivity is about a0 mVlJHz [20]. The spatial

resolution of this method is optically limited to a few micrometers of the laser spot size

and is sensitive to cross-talk effects [21]. The capacitive loading depends on the size of
the electro-optic crystal and its distance to the circuit in the external electro-optic probing

system. Electro-optic probing techniques require careful calibration and complicated

circuit setup procedures for absolute value measurements since they are based on indirect

measurement of local potential.

1.1.2 Electron-be¿m probing

Electron-beam probing uses a focused beam of electrons as a probe for the potential

measurements at internal nodes of an IC [8]. The technique has been well developed and

widely utilized by the microelectronics industry. It provides reliable, real-time data

acquisition in measuring precise timing events.

pulsed laser beam
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pulsed electron beam

electron lens

Fig. 1.4. A diagram ofelectron-beam probing.

Figure 1.4 shows a diagrarn of electron-beam probing (waveform acquisition mode).

An electron gun is used to supply a pulsed primary electron beam which is focused onto a

circuit test point. The primary electron beam causes secondary electrons to be emitted

from the circuit. The kinetic energy of these secondary electrons, collected by a detector,

is analyzed by a retarding grid spectrometer. The kinetic energy of the received

secondary electrons depends linearly on the time-varying test point potential [8].

Commercial electron-beam probing system can provide up to 9 GHz bandwidth with

+l- 40 ps accuracy and 2.5 ps timing resolution l22l.The spatial resolution of the system

is usually limited by the pulsed electron beam spot size. By using a high precision

thermal field emission electron beam and sophisticated beam management software, the

e-beam probing system can provide sub-0.18 pm spatial resolution [22].

Electron-beam probing system is also complicated and very expensive. It requires a

specialized measurement environment, such as a vacuum. The electron beam energy used

for IC testing is usually less than 1 keV to avoid disturbing the operation of the circuit

under test.

1.L.3 Near infrared optical probing

The flip-chip packaging method is commonly used for modern CMOS ICs [23]. Only

the substrate side ("back side") of the package is physically accessible for studies of a

flip-chip-packaged IC. Therefore, near infrared optical probing techniques have been

developed for backside probing of flip-chip-packaged ICs. Two of the most widely used

techniques for localizing faults and defects in flip-chip-packaged ICs are laser voltage

probing (LVP) [9] and picosecond imaging circuir analysis (PICA) t101.

kinetic energy
spectrum

secondary
electron detector
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LVP technique uses fast laser pulses with 1.064 pm wavelength (1 .I7 eY photon

energy) to probe individual transistors or diodes in CMOS ICs [9]. Since lightly doped

silicon is transparent to light at wavelengths longer than 1 pm, it enables photons at these

wavelengths to penetrate hundreds of microns into the silicon substrate. As shown in Fig.

1.5, the pulsed laser is focused on a working chip (a CMOS inverter) through the

substrate. The reflected laser beam intensity modulation describes the time variation of

the voltage on the test point [24].

Fig. 1.5. The LVP probing a drain/substrate p-n junction from the substrate side [24].

The modulation of the reflected beam due to the circuit activity can arise from either

the voltages across a junction in the gate, or by changes in the charge density with the

electronic state of the gatel25l. Both effects produce intensity modulation in the reflected

laser beam. By detecting the intensity modulation, the technique can be used to determine

changes in voltage across the junction.

The reflected laser beam modulation from electrical activity is very weak (1:106) and

difficult to detect 1241. Inueasing the intensity of the incident laser beam can inject

enough carriers into a device to perturb device performance pa]. The temporal resolution

of the LVP is limited by the method for synching a mode-locked laser to the operating

frequency of an IC to 20-50 ps [9]. It is also inadequate for probing device size < 0.5 pm

due to the micron size of laser spot.

The PICA technique utilizes the naturally occurring light emission from switching

field-effect transistors (FETs) to passively perform timing analysis as seen in Fig. 1.6

[10]. 'When switching the logic state, the FETs are briefly in saturation and a weak

picosecond light pulse is emitted (due to intraband hot carrier emission), which can be

detected from the substrate side.
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detector

F'ig. 1.6. The PICA probing from the substrate side [101.

The intensity of the light emission is very weak. In general, for currently available IC

technologies and detectors, only one photon is detected for every 105 to 106 switching

events. Measurements could last minutes to hours depending on duty cycle [10]. Time

resolution in PICA is obtained from the time correlated photon counting technique. The

current measuring technique provides adequate signal-noise to identiff time shifts of the

emission peaks on the 10 ps scale (Commercial PICA features at2.l GHz bandwidth and

10 ps timing repeatability, +l-15 ps timing accl'xacy 126l). FETs separated by less than

the diffraction limit of conventional optics (microns) can often be separated because the

emission occurs at distinct, non-overlapping times [10].

LVP and PICA benefit from advances in laser and electro-optic technology especially

with regards to improvements in sensitivity and temporal resolution. Both are very

expensive probing methods due to their complexities.

1.1.4 Scanning probe microscopy and magnetic force microscopy

Since 1982, the scanning probe microscope (SPM) has been widely used for

extracting the topographical, thermal, optic, mechanical, electrical, and magnetic

properties of microscopic materials 1271. The key component of a SPM is a

microfabricated cantilever with an extremely sharp tip that ends in only a few hundred

atoms wide. SPM is capable of measuring in atomic scale which was first achieved with

the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [28].

In the last decade, several novel instruments based on noncontact scanning force

probes have been developed for diagnosis and chaructenzation of microelectronics [29].
Noncontact probing minimizes the deformation of surfaces and the disturbance of the

normal operation of circuits. ln noncontact probing, the SPM probe is held above the
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sample with a typical tip-sample distance, r, of 10 nm - 1000 nm. At that distance, forces

such as electrostatic and magnetic forces (-ll/) are dominant (the Van Der Waals force

dominates for the tip-sample distance < 10 nm) [30].

One of these instruments is the magnetic force microscope (MFM) [11] which is

capable of measuring static or low frequency magnetic surface phenomena with very high

spatial resolution. MFM consists of a magnetic tip (usually coated with ferromagnetic

material such as nickel or cobalt for their strong magnetic dipole moments), which can be

simply considered as a magnetic point dipole, m, as shown in Fig. 1.7 l3ll. The force on

the cantilever is ,F. : po(m-ffH, where.Íl is the magnetic field of the sample under test.

Fig. 1.7. A magnetic force probe with ferromagnetic coating [31].

MFM detects the magnetic force on the tip in order to map the field distribution

within the sample. It is used for imaging magnetic domains in a wide range of materials,

and is most suitable for imaging magnetic recording media which produce strong stray

magnetic fields. MFM is also used for probing the internal current of ICs, especially for

the detection of leakage currents [31].

Commercial MFM microscopes have spatial resolution of about 10 nm and a minimal

detectable force better than 1 pN [32]. The state-of-the-art two dimensional current

contrast imaging was performed on 100 nm wide conducting lines with a current as small

as t .7 pA (ac, with frequency lower or at the resonant frequency of the probe) [3 1 ]. MFM

is usually operated in a vacuum to improve the measurement sensitivity.

Whereas the conventional MFM is bandwidth limited by the frequency response of
the mechanical cantilever, high frequency MFMs (HFMFMs) have been used for imaging

of the high frequency magnetic field on magnetic write-heads. Mainly there are two

approaches for HFMFMs. One utilizes the direct phase detection method [33] and the

other employs modulation techniques [34]. For HFMFM, a simple model of the magnetic

behavior of the tip could be that of a dipole containing remanent and susceptible terms

silicon cantilever
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m(II):m¡+Kfl,where I/ is the field from the sample ^d Xtis the susceptibility of the tip

moment [34]. HFMFMs have been used for evaluating the write-head field strength at

frequency up to 1 GHz p\. The prerequisite for the HFMFMs is that the tip magnetic

moment must follow the external field switching speed synchronously.

1..L.5 Ultrafast scanning tunneling microscopy

Conventional STM applications have largely been restricted to the study of static

surface properties (topography and electrical surface phenomena). The STM tip-metal

sample tunneling current-voltage (I-t) characteristics are similar to those of a planar

metal-insulator-metal junction. The nonlinearity of STM tunnel junction can be used for

mixing ultrafast electrical transients to perform ultrafast time-resolved measurement. This

technique is referred to as junction-mixing STM [15, 35].

To enable picosecond sampling, junction-mixing STM uses photoconductive switches

to create ultrafast electrical pulses (Vr(t) and V2(t-t)) as seen in Fig. 1.8 (measurements

were performed on a transmission line). A photoconductive switch is simply a slit

between two metallic electrodes fabricated on a doped semiconductor material such as

GaAs, which has a small energy-band gap to allow a fast electron-hole recombination

time. When excited by short laser pulses, the extra carriers aÍe created in the

semiconductor, thus causing temporary conduction between the two electrodes and a

short-duration electrical short circuit (a current is generated). Junction-mixing STM has

demonstrated a picosecond temporal resolution combined with nanometer spatial

resolution [35]. It is one of the promising tools for nanoelectronic applications.

STM relies on the electon tunneling between a sharp tip and the samples. The STM

tipto-sample distance is usually on the order of 1 nm. In the practical probing of an

operating IC, possibly on a probe station, the tip-to-sample distance is usually quite large

and the circuit under test could be covered by a passivation (or oxidation) layer. Complex

system setup and calibration procedures are required for voltage measurement using

STMs.

9
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STM tip

Vz(t-t) J[+ \ t-tine

Fig. 1.8. Ultrafast STM probing a transmission line [15].

1.1.6 Photoconductive sampling probing

Photoconductive sampling probing technique uses a conductive probe with a

micromachined interdigitated photoconductive switch near the probe tip to perform

circuit measurement 116]. The photoconductive switch creates high speed electrical

pulses when using an ultrashort pulse laser as an optical source. The probe makes direct

contact with the test point to measure circuit signals. The technique demonstrated a2.3 ps

temporal resolution and 8 pm spatial resolution in [16].

The photoconductive sampling probe has similar limitations as with the previous

ultrafast STM.

1,.2 Motivation

In the past decade, electrostatic force microscopes (EFMs) have been introduced in

performing microelectronics diagnostics 12711291. EFMs measure the localized surface

potential by monitoring the mechanical deflection of a small SPM probe as it responds to

the Coulomb force interaction between the probe and the sample. EFM has been used for

dc voltage measurements [36] and has achieved nanometer spatial resolutions [37].

The measurement bandwidth of the conventional EFMs, however, is limited by the

mechanical frequency response of the probe (typically <100 kHz), which is far below the

operating speed of current ICs. To overcome the bandwidth limitation, dynamic mode

electrostatic force microscopes (DEFMs) 112,13,14,38,391 have been developed by

employing the nonlinear dependence of the coulomb force interaction on the probe-

u,(,)þ

10
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circuit voltage difference. This thesis concerns dynamic mode electrostatic force

microscopy. The goal is to improve the spatial and temporal resolution in its application

for the time-resolved measurement of the internal voltages of high-speed ICs. An

instrument based on DEFM is developed and charactenzed. The instrument performance

is demonstrated by the measurement of various high-speed ICs.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

The following chapter (Chapter 2) describes the operation of the various components

in EFM along with the principle of EFM and DEFM. Particularly, various DEFM pulse

sampling techniques are summarized and briefly compared with their advantages and

disadvantages.

Chapter 3 describes details of a DEFM pulse sampling instrument providing

improved bandwidth. The bandwidth of the instrument is improved by using the high-

speed pulse generation system to generate sampling pulses with pulse width as small as

37 ps. Pulse sampling measurements of signals up to 10 Gbils (improved from 3.2 Gbils

as presented by previous researchers) on a matched transmission line and a Nortel

wideband distributed amplifier are presented.

Chapter 4 characterizes the DEFM pulse sampling instrument performance, such as

bandwidth, temporal resolution, phase shift linearity, noise, voltage sensitivity and

capacitive loading. It describes a noniterative deconvolution process which could be used

to compensate the waveform distortion caused by the nonideality of the sampling pulse.

Chapter 5 describes details of a null-force technique, which is successfully adapted in

this research to enable the instrument to achieve quantitative voltage measurements in

conjunction with very high bandwidth measurements. A method of performing precise

voltage measurements, which are insensitive to dc offset effects, is presented as well.

Quantitative voltage measurements of signals of 250 Mbils (1-2 Mbit/s as presented by

other researchers) on a matched transmission line and a Nortel wideband dishibuted

amplifi er are presented.

In Chapter 6, the spatial resolution of the instrument using a standard scanning force

microscopy probe is investigated experimentally and theoretically. Studies show that the

probe is unable to achieve sub-micron spatial resolution in practical probing of an

11
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operating IC, due to the large tip-to-sample distance (typically >100 nm) required when

operating on a probe station in ambient conditions or when a circuit passivation layer is

present. This could result in strong coupling of interfering signals to the probe tip

sidewall and the cantilever and causes incorrect waveform and quantitative voltage

measurements.

In Chapter 7, turo dynamic electrostatic force-gradient microscopy approaches are

proposed. One uses a numerical force-gradient detection approach, in which the force

gradient is extracted numerically from directly sensing the force induced deflections for

two tip-to-sample distances. The second approach enables direct detection of high-

frequency force-gradients by employing a high-frequency implementation of a

mechanoelectric cross-modulation scheme. Measurements on three parallel interconnects

of an IC operating up to 500 Mbils demonstrate a submicron spatial resolution and a

significant reduction of interference from adjacent interconnect signals by using the

force-gradient detection approaches.

Chapter 8 contains the conclusions and future considerations.

l2



Chapter 2 Electrostatic Force Microscopy

Chapter 2

Electrostatic Force Microscopy

This chapter describes the operation of the various components in EFM along with

the principle of EFM, DEFM, and in particular the pulse sampled DEFM for high

frequency voltage measurements.

2.1 The operation principle of EFM

A schematic of voltage measurement using EFM is shown in Fig. 2.I. A conducting

probe cantilever, which has a very sharp tip at its end, is held in close proximity to the

point on the test circuit surface at which the voltage v"(x,y,t) is to be measured. To extract

the voltage information, a specific voltage vo(r) is applied to the probe tip to produce a

potential difference between the probe tip and the circuit test point, where a small

localized capacitor is formed. The instrument operates by sensing the mechanical

deflection of the probe due to the Coulomb force between the tip and the test point. This

force can be simply derived from the energy required to charge up the capacitor (i.e. E

:Y, CIP andF,= g) and can be expressed as [12]
dz

," = L*r(x,y,z)fv r(t) -v,(x,y,t)+ 
^o12,

(2.r)

where C(x,y,z) is the localized capacitance between the probe tip and the circuit test point

and the term ÂÕ represents dc offset effects, such as that due to material work function

differences [37].

By sensing the cantilever deflection Lz, induced by the electrostatic force,

information about the test point signal v"(x,y,t) can be obtained. As seen in Fig. 2.1, a

laser beam-bounce detection system [a0] is used for sensing the small cantilever

deflection.

13



Chapter 2 Electrostatic Force Microscopy

Fig. 2.1. A schematic of the voltage measurement in EFM.

The magnitude of the cantilever deflection depends on the mechanical properties of

the cantilever and the force acting on the cantilever. Moreover, the force in (2.1) is

proportional to the derivative of C(x,y,z) which includes coupling capacitance between

the tip and the circuit test point as well as other coupling capacitances from the

contribution of the tip sidewall and the large cantilever. Thus, in order to determine the

instrument sensitivity and spatial resolution, it is necessary to examine the mechanical

probe. The next section contains a detailed study of the mechanical properties of the

probe. The analysis of the instrument sensitivity and the spatial resolution of the probe

are postponed to Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.

2.2The mechanical properties of the probe

A suitable cantilever for internal IC probing should have a high resonance frequency

and quality factor, with a small spring constant. A cantilever with higher resonant

frequency is less susceptible to low frequency noise. A cantilever with smaller spring

constant results in a cantilever deflection system that is able to detect a smaller force.

Moreover, the smaller cantilever with a taller tip and a smaller tip apex improves the

spatial resolution and the parasitic loading of the probe. These are the primary reasons for

choosing small microfabricated cantilevers.

The cantilever (micromachined using electrochemical etching) employed in this

thesis was a commercial silicon cantilever from NT-MDT, i.e. CSC12 [41]. The

rectangular cantilever is 350 ¡rm long, 30 pm wide and 1.2 W thick with a 10 ¡rm high

conical tip at its end. The cone angle of the tip is approximately 40o. The radius of the tip

detector
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Chapter 2 Electrostatic Force Microscopy

curvature is less than 35 nm. The scanning electron microscopy image of the tip is shown

in Fig. 2.2. The entire cantilever is coated with a thin WzC layer (-25 nm) for its

conductivity and hardness.

Lengfh -350 pm
width -35 pm
thickness -I.2 ¡tm

ßig.2.2. A scanning electron microscopy image of the silicon cantilever tip.

2.2.1 Tble spring constant

F,

- Ewt3k= 
* ,N/m (2.2)

where l, w, t are the length, width, and thickness of the cantilever and E is the modulus of

elasticity. For the silicon cantilever used in this work, E:l.79xl}rl N/m2, /:350 pm,

J-"

Fig. 2.3. A simple mode for the cantilever under a constant applied force.

A rectangular cantilever with one end fixed and the other end free vibrates like a

spring as shown in Fig. 2.3. Assuming the cantilever has a uniform cross section, the

spring constant, k, defines the rigidity of its vibration, and is given bV l27l
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w=35 ¡rm and /-1 pm. The spring constant fr is calculated to be approximately 0.04 N/m.

k is typically 0.03 N/m from its manufacturer's specifications [41].

The deflection z for each point x < / along the cantilever due to a constant force F'

applied at the end of the cantilever, is given by l27l

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.6)

the silicon, the

frequency a¿:

when a simple static mode is used for the cantilever (neglecting the tip since it is much

smaller than the cantilever).

2.2.2 Mechanical frequency response

The mechanical frequency response of the cantilever is essential for describing its

vibration behavior under an external driving force.

2.2.2.1Free vibration

For the cantilever in Fig. 2.3,the homogeneous equation of free motion with flexural

small vibrations is a differential equation of the fourth oñer l42l:

where Z'is the modulus of elasticity, I : wt3ll2 for the rectangular cross section is the

area moment of inertia (F*o), p is the mass density (kglm3), and A : wt is the cross

sectional area (pm2) of the cantilever.

Applyng boundary conditions {z(0):0, (d/dx)z(0):0,1&U}¡z(/):0 and 1êUx3¡z1t¡:O

þzlj toEq. (2.4), it can be solved only if the following characteristic equation

cos(r,/) cosh(r,/) + I = 0, (2.s)

is satisfied, where r, is the wave number of the vibration mode n. T)he solutions of this

equation are Knl = {1.875,4.694,7.855,...} i43]. The natural resonance frequencies of the

cantilever can be calculated from K,, :

ar=

For the rectangle cantilever of Fig. 2.2

fundamental mode a¡ is calculated to be

6.26ø :72.36kÍ12.

EI*+ pt!=s,
dx' df

J{Er t pA.

with P : 2330 kg/m3 for

11.56 kHz. The 2nd resonant
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The cantilever's first two vibration modes (eigenfunctions of the Eq. Q.Ð) are shown

in Fig. 2.4, wherc the position is normalized to the length of the cantilever (t) and A"

represent the normalizing atrryIitudes $21. Only the first vibration mode of the cantilever

is used in this work.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Normalized position (x/l)

Fi9.2.4. The first two vibration modes of the cantilever.

Using a point-mass model, the cantilever can be replaced by a point mass lø* attached

to a spring with spring constant k. m* is determined such that the resonance frequency

^lk/*. equals to the lowest resonance frequency calculated from Eq. (2.6). For a

rectangle cantilever, the effective mass m* is - 0.24m, where m:pAl [42]. Using m*, the

fundamental resonance frequency of the cantilever with an attached tip (its mass: m¡¡o) is

cq- (2.7)

2.2.2.2 Forced vibration

Usually the cantilever is excited near or at one of the resonant frequencies. The forces

acting on the cantilever are the dishibuted weight of the cantilever, the weight of the tip,

the externally applied force (electrostatic force in EFM), the spring force of the cantilever

which is opposing the motion, and a retarding force which is proportional to the speed of

q 0.5
N

q0
o
ooþ -u-5q,
cl

0

m* +m,o 0.24m+mip
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the cantilever due to the air füction and the internal füction. It can be modeled as an

underdamped mechanical oscillator with a single resonant frequency ø. The equation of

motion of the cantilever with damping is

d2 z y+* kz =lil', + F"(t), (2.s)*' 
dr'r ' d, !

where nflr: nt* I rfltip, Wris the contribution due to the weight of the cantilever at the tip

plus the weight of the tip, and y is the damping factor. The cantilever's equilibrium

position, zo, is determined by the total weight Wr (zo : Wlk, -0.6 nm for the silicon

cantilever).

Using the Fourier transformation, the steady state solution of (2.8) in the frequency

domain is

-mrozZ(o)+ jútlz(a¡)+kz(a)= F,(@), (2.9)

wherej is the complex h, Z@) and, F,(ot) are the Fourier transforms of z and F"(t),

respectively.

The cantilever deflection, Z(a), is determined by the applied force, F,(at), and the

mechanical frequency response of the cantilever, H(a), as seen in Fig. 2.5.

Fig. 2.5. The mechanical frequency response of the cantilever.

The mechanical frequency response of the cantilever, H(a), can be derived from Eq.

(2.9) as

=lnça¡lei', (2.10)

where

ln@)l= o(at)--ran-r #+ erD

Vt(ø)l is the cantilever deflection amplitude normalized to the applied force amplitude

and fla) is the vibration phase relative to that of the force.
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Vt(o¡)l is maximum for a particular value of frequency, Ø, which is called the

resonant frequency of the cantilever under the influence of external and damping forces.

This occurs at dfI(a)lldar 0 and is

(2.r2)

When the external applied force F,(t) is zero, the cantilever vibration function is

z(t) = zoe-(T/2^r)r cos(a,ot + Q), (2.13)

where 
"0, h are the initial vibration amplitude and phase, aîd a,o =

Figure 2.6 shows a sample of z(t)with 7/2m: 6t¡a/100.

20 30

Time in period (Z)

Fig.2.6. The normalized vibration of the cantilever âs a function of time.

The vibration energy loss rate is usually used to define the quality factor of the

cantilever, which is approximately the number of cycles needed for the vibration

amplitude decreased to Ile of the initial amplitude in the Fig. 2.6.It can be expressed in

terms of the damping factor yas[441

1.1

0.9

0.7

? o.s
N:= 0.3GéH 0.1o3 -o.t
É.9 -0.3

Ë -o's

-0.9

-1 .1

e-*'^ .

r (2.14)

"æoí-.-.
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Since p is usually large (þ10012n:16 in Fig. 2.6), olo - (ù = al. The frequency

response of the cantilever Eq. (2.11) can then be rewritten to be

luqa¡l- , 0(a)= - tan-r ' t Qa=' 
.

a-4)
CÙ;

A,(a,, -31r,@)1.

(2.r5)

(2.16)

t+e'o-4r'
a;

At the resonance frequency úFCù,,\U(at)lreaches its maximum asVI(ø)l:Q/k andthe

vibration phase 0(ø): -90'. The vibration amplitude is enhanced Q times in comparison

with the static case

A typical frequency response for the cantilever in Fig. 2.2 with Q: 16 is shown in

Fig. 2.7 in comparison with the measured cantilever frequency response (normalized

frequency atla). The ratio between the resonant frequency and 3 dB full bandwidth (at

which lll(a)Vlll(ø)l:0.707 as shown in Fig. 2.7), a,lL,a, is approximately equal to the

quality factor of the cantilever Q. From Eq. (2.I$, Q depends upon mechanical

characteristics of the cantilever and the damping properties of the media.

The measured frequency response of the cantilever in Fig. 2.7 was obtained by

driving the probe with a sinusoidal voltage signal. The frequency of the driving signal

was varied and the deflection signal due to the electrostatic force was detected by the

deflection detector and recorded by a scope. The measured resonant frequency is

approximately 11.6 kHz. The quality factor of the cantilever p is approximately 16.

Qtk
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Aco

- -1<-

Normalized frequency

Fig. 2.7. The theoretical frequency response (the thin curve) is calculated with Q:16 in
comparison with the measured frequency response (dots) of the cantilever.

2.3 Optical deflection detection

The typical magnitude of cantilever deflection in electrostatic force probing is very

small. Assuming 1 pN force (a typical value when probing a circuit as discussed in

Chapter 6 and 7) applied to the silicon cantilever near the tip, the corresponding

deflection is less than I nm using Eq. (2.16) (for k:0.05 N/m and bl6). To detect such

a small deflection, an optical beam deflection technique [a0] is used in this work.

The optical beam deflection technique measures the cantilever vibration by detecting

the deflection of a laser beam reflected from the cantilever surface. As shown in Fig. 2.8,

a laser source directs a focused laserbeam onto the surface ofthe cantilever free end. The

reflected laser beam from the cantilever is captured by a carefully positioned bi-cell

photodiode.

bi-cell detector
As

r-1x

J

1.1

E
q)
.N 0.9
(ú

E
o 0.7z
o
E 0.5

=oE 0.3

c
€ 0.1
(6
L

-o

1.41.20.6

Fig. 2.8. An optical beam deflection system for detecting the cantilever vibration.
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In the cantilever free vibration mode, the bi-cell photo diodes are placed such that the

reflected laser beam is incident on both photo diodes with equal optical power (original

laser spot). An applied force pulls or pushes the cantilever away from its equilibrium

position. The deflection Lz causes the reflected laser beam to be shifted by fu at the bi-

cell detector as [45]

3L
Ns = 

-62-2l
(2.r7)

where Z is the distance between the cantilever and the center of the bi-cell photodiode.

More optical signal is accepted by one cell of the photo diode than the other cell as

shown in Fig. 2.9 (the dotted circle is original laser spot).

The deviation in optical signals absorbed between the two photo diodes is

proportional to the shift Âs and the corresponding deflection Az [40]. The optical beam

detection system is usually a linear system and its ouþut signal is amplified by a low

noise operation amplifier with a flat frequency response up to 1 MHz, which is much

higher than the mechanical resonance frequency of the cantilever. This method enhances

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), resulting in increased sensitivity of the vibration

detection. The sensitivity of this method has been reported tobeT.gxlO'6 nmt Jftz ¡+A1.

K.-ì\ bi-cell detector
A _B

Fig. 2.9.The operation concept of the bi-cetl detector for detecting the deflection signals.

2.4 Mechanical probing structures

The probe and its holder should be physically compact and firmly integrated into a

mechanical structure with the optical deflection detection system in order to achieve
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internal access to the test structures. These test structures are often mounted inside a deep

and small cavity of a test fixture or other IC package.

The probing structure compatible for use on a coÍrmercial probe station was designed

by Micron-Force Instruments (MFI) l47l andhas incorporated automatic alignment of the

optical beam-bounce system as shown in Fig. 2.10. The aluminum probing structure

contains a probing head, a 3D piezoelectric positioner and some parts of the optical

deflection detection system (including a laser diode, a prism as beam splitter and a bi-cell

detector). This structure uses a magnetic positioner to be mounted on a probing station

which is supported by a vibration isolation table to isolate low frequency ground noises.

The probe station includes an optical microscope and a 3D manual circuit positioner for

positioning the probe over the device-under-test (DUT).

Fig. 2.10. The first probing structure holds the cantilever, the opticat beam-bounce system, the
probe positioning system and the laser spot positioning system.

The optical paths of the laser beam deflection system are shown in Fig. 2.11. Tlne

laser diode on the probing structure focuses its beam through a prism which acts as a light

beam splitter onto the mirror which directs the beam directly onto the cantilever. The

cantilever is usually tilted 15" to provide separation of the cantilever supporting block

from the DUT and to allow optical access from above for the microscope as well. The
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reflected beam off the end of the cantilever travels back to the prism which redirects the

beam to the bi-cell photodiode.

bi-cell detector

bonding wire

package

Fig. 2.11. The optical paths of the probing system. The probing head is mounted on a 3-D
piezoelectric positioner for positioning the cantilever.

The probing head, which holds the lens, the mirror and the printed circuit board, is

mounted on a 3D piezoelectric positioner for finely adjusting the cantilever position or

for scanning the circuit. The printed circuit board is usually a 50 O transmission line with

the cantilever supporting block mounted on one end of the transmission line while the

other end of the transmission line is connected to a flexible coaxial cable for the

propagation of probe-driven high frequency electrical signals to the cantilever. The

printed circuit board is screwed onto the bottom of the probing head.

The probing structure has limited accessibility for probing inside a deep circuit

package cavity. As seen in Fig. 2.II, the printed circuit board interferes with the sidewall

of the package and the bonding wires. To solve this problem, the probing head was

redesigned with a much larger tilted angle (60") for the cantilever supporting board as

shown in Fig. 2.I2. The flexible coaxial cable is fixed at the bottom of the board. It is
also directly connected to the cantilever supporting block (which is tilted with an angle of
15') by using two-component epoxy, which is electrically conductive because of a high

density of silver particles.

A computer with software provided by MFI was used to receive and display the

signals from the bi-cell photodiode. The original position of the laser beam spot on the bi-
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cell photodiode (free vibration) can be achieved by adjusting the laser and the bi-cell

photodiode with manual knobs and screws.

Fig.2.l2. A redesigned probing head for deep cavity access.

2.5 DC voltage probing

The electrostatic force microscopy technique can be employed to measure DC

voltages on a circuit, V"(x,y). From Eq. (2.1), the force on the cantilever due to this DC

voltage is

o, = I*, (x, y, z)lv, (t) - v 
"(x, 

y) + Aol2 . (2.18)

Directly extracting V" by sensing the electrostatic force on the probe requires the

knowledge of the mutual capacitance gradient between the tip and the circuit, which

requires precise and bothersome cantilever positioning. The concept of force nutling by

applyrng an ac signal to the tip was conceived for overcoming this problem [36]. Since

static force measurement using dc force nulling does not work well due to the large low

frequency noise, a modulation technique was tlpically employed to avoid force
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measurement at dc. This allows for the use of a lock-in amplifier to improve overall SNR

and is accomplished by driving the cantilever with an ac signal [36]

v o(t) = A+ K cos(rø). (2.re)

where A ís a dc bias, K is the ac amplitude and both are adjustable. The frequency øis

usually chosen at the fundamental resonance of the cantilever, Ø. to enhance deflection

amplitude by a factor of Q according to Eq. (2.16). The resulting force has a dc

component and a frequency component at a)., and2ø.The static deflection caused by the

dc force is not required. The deflection caused by the force component at (0þ is 136l

(2.20)

From this equation, the circuit voltage is known as (l+ÂÕ) when the force induced

deflection is null. AÕ is unknown and usually small (<100 mV [37]). The measured dc

voltage is invariant to the value dCldz, Q or k, thus eliminating the need for complex

calibration and accurate probe positioning above the circuit test point.

The small cantilever deflection signal can be measured by using a lock-in amplifier,

which is commonly used for recovering a signal of interest with a well-defined frequency,

in the presence of an overwhelming "noise" background. A lock-in amplifier uses a

reference signal as seen in Fig. 2.13 to select the weak steady signal of interest (in our

case the deflection of the cantilever at the frequency a) in the input signal and down-

convert to baseband (at dc). The baseband signal is then processed through a low pass

filter followed by a dc amplifier (gain: G¿,) [48]. The ouþut signal includes the

information of the amplitude (V¡ in Volts rms) and the phase (h in Degree) of the input

signal of interest. This inherent tracking ability allows extremely small bandwidths to be

defined for the purpose of signal-to-noise improvement.

LzØ],, =#?rn -v"(*,y)+ aÕlKsin ø,r.

V,rcos(ary+Qr)

Fig. 2.13. A lock-in amplifier block diagram.
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2.6 Y ector voltage probing

The objective of vector voltage measurement is to acquire the V" I ø, of a high

frequency sinusoidal signal at a certain position in a circuit:

v"(x,y,t) =V"cos(û)"t + ø"). (2.2r)

where ø. is usually much higher than the resonant frequency of the cantilever.

The heterodyne mixing technique [13] is used to generate electric force harmonics

that fall within the cantilever mechanical response. To do that, the non-linear Coulomb

force interaction (depending on the square of the probe-circuit potential difference) is

employed. Frequency down conversion is realised by driving the probe with an amplitude

modulated high-frequency voltage signal as [13]

v oQ) = (A+ K cos ø,/) cos(ot"t + Qo), (2.22)

where A, K, and h are adjustable parameters. This signal mixes with the circuit signal

(according to Eq. (2.1)) right at the probe tip. The intermediate frequency signal (at ø)
can be measured by the cantilever. lf ø, is chosen to be the cantilever resonance

frequency, the cantilever deflection will be [13]

Az(t)|,, = l# 3rA - 
v 
" 

cos(Q o - ø")lK sin ø, t. (2.23)

hish

high

In order to measure the magnitude and phase of v"(xy,t), the force nulling technique

should be once again applied to avoid complex calibration and accurate probe positioning

for unknown values of dCldz, Q or k. The technique involves cleverly adjusting the

parameters A and Qo to null the cantilever deflection induced by the electrostatic force

frequency component at ct). in order to identify V, and Qr. The nulling algorithm details

are described in [49].

Figure 2.14 shows a block diagram of the vector voltage measurement

frequency circuit voltage signal amplitude and phase measurement t501.

frequency signal source excites the circuit-under-test from its input port and triggers the

probe signal vo(r) with an adjustable phase Qo. The probe signal vo(r) is also amplitude

modulated at the resonance frequency of the cantilever. The vibrations of the cantilever

induced are detected by an optical detection system. The lock-in amplifier acts as a

for

A
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nar1ow band pass filter at the cantilever resonance frequency ø, to allow reading of the

magnitude A" of the cantilever deflection Az(t) at ø,.

A,(co)

A+Kcos(a¡)

ßig. 2.14. A vector voltage measurement block diagram for the high frequency circuit voltage
signal amplitude and phase measurement.

The vector voltage measurement technique is independent of the dc ofßet since

Áftx,y) is absent from Eq. (2.22). As an example, the EFM vector voltage measurement

was applied to a coplanar waveguide transmission line and the circuit was operating at

25.6 GHz. The measured result is shown in Fig. 2.15, which demonstrates the linear

dependence of the measured voltage amplitude to the circuit voltage amplitude [51].

f:25.6 GHz

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Circuit Voltage (mV)

dependence of the measured voltage amplitude to the circuit voltage

É,
..la 200
a)
öo(!

Ë lso

E roo
Ø
CS

Ës0
0

Fig. 2.15. The linear
amplitude.
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The vector voltage measurement technique is useful for the testing of analogue

microwave monolithic integrated circuits (MMICs), helping resolve issues such as

harmonic distortion, cross-talk, dispersion, transmission loss and spurious reflections [50].

However, this technique is unable to measure arbitrary circuit signals, which requires

time-resolved measurement techniques. This is the main emphasis of the remaining work

presented in this chapter.

2.7 Repetitive time sampling

For time-resolved waveform measurements, the waveshape, voltage transitions, and

timing delay information of the signals are often the major interest in microelectronics

design and failure analysis. Repetitive time sampling techniques are commonly used for

time-resolved waveform measurements in many high-speed test apparatus, such as digital

sampling oscilloscopes. Compared to real time oscilloscopes, digital sampling

oscilloscopes have no need for high-speed data sampling and large data storage. High

frequency repetitive signals are sampled by short pulses and charactenzed through the

analysis of lower frequency signals, i.e. samples are collected from sequential

occuffences of the high frequency signals and reassembled at a much slower ratel52].

Repetitive time sampling techniques have also been used in EFM to overcome the

low pass filter behavior of the cantilever mechanical frequency response and to extend

the dynamic range of the EFM probe [39][53]. High-speed sampling pulses are applied to

the probe and mixed with circuit signals right at the tip due to the nonlinear electrostatic

force interaction at that point. The cantilever behaves like a 'mixer' with the ouþut of
such a 'mixer' being the cantilever deflection.

There are two main approaches for the use of repetitive time sampling in EFM: a

heterodyne equivalent-time sampling technique [39] and homodyne equivalent-time

sampling technique, which is used in this work.

2.7 .l Heterodyne equivalent-time sampling

In the heterodyne equivalent-time sampling technique, a high-speed sampling pulse

waveform is repetitively applied to the probe tip at a rate slightly different from the rate

of the circuit signal using phase-locked loop devices as shown in Fig. 2.16 1391. The
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difference frequency, or the intermediate frequency (IF), is 4f : fr fo, which is chosen to

be well below the resonance frequency of the cantilever.

Áz(t)*Vc[Øf/fc)t]
at4

v,(xyJ)
atl

Fig. 2.16. An implementation of the heterodyne equivalent-time sampling 1sçhnique.

In the heterodyne equivalent-time sampling technique, usually only one sampling

point is measured for each waveform period. At the following waveform period, the

sampling pulse arives at a slightly later phase (time delay increment At, when the

sampling rate is llAt). Over i/ periods (N:llAfAt, sample number), the sampling pulse

has gradually walked through the entire waveform, sampling successively delayed points.

As a result, the averaged ouþut intensity changes in proportion to the signal waveform,

but at the much slower rcte of Af, as derived next.

If the sampling pulse waveform is VoG{t), where Voisthe amplitude of the pulse, and

G{r) is a unit amplitude pulse with pulse width 6. To þ|ffi) is the pulse period. Due to

the nonlinear dependence of the electrostatic force on the voltage difference, Eq. (2.1),

the multiplication of the probe signal and the circuit signal causes the deflection of the

cantilever to be

Lz(t) = l*r,.fu" (r, )G d Q - t)dt.
lt dz

Assuming the pulse width õ..f0 and Ç, the deflection will be

Lz(t)=i#\t,"r|r,
which is a low frequency representation of the circuit signal v,(t) 1391.

(2.24)

(2.2s)
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The difference frequency (or IF) Af has to be low enough for all of its relevant

harmonics to lie within the flat region of the cantilever mechanical frequency response in

order to produce non-distorted ouþut signals. This means that the raw IF bandwidth of

the system NÁf must be less than f,, the resonance frequency of the cantilever. At the

same time, Af must be higher than the lf noise. Other low frequency noise also may

dominate the fundamental thermal noise. This means that the technique is not optimal for

measuring long pattern waveforms, since a large number of sampling points (due to

Nyquist criterion) are required. There is no such problem for the homodyne equivalent-

time sampling techniques presented next.

2.7 .2 Homodyne equivalent-time sampling

The homodyne equivalent-time sampling, which is used in this work, employs a

modulated sampling pulse signal applied to the probe at a repetition rate similar to that of

the circuit signal. The sampling pulse has to be manually walked through the entire

waveform. The advantage of this approach is that only a single intermediate frequency

component is measured at one time. In the homodyne approach, pulse modulation has

been implemented using pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) [53] and pulse width

modulation (PWM) [54][55]. This work focuses on the pulse amplitude modulation

method.

2.7 .2.1 Pulse amplitude modulation

A block diagram of the pulse amplitude modulation based frequency down

conversion technique is shown in Fig. 2.l7.Ttre frequency down conversion is realized at

the probe tip as a result of the nonlinear interaction between the probe and circuit signals

according to Eq. (2.1). As illustrated in Fig. 2.17, this is accomplished by synchronising

the periodic signal applied to the probe, vo(r), with the circuit test point signal, v,(x,yJ).

As in a conventional IC test system, the circuit-under-test is driven externally by a digital

pattern generator which provides N-bit length test vectors with a period T:N|rt, where f6
is the system clock rate. one example of v,(xy,t) is shown in Fig. 2.1s (a). The probe is

driven by an amplitude modulated high bandwidth sampling pulse v,(t):G{t-r) as shown

in Fig. 2.18 (b) with a period of Ç which usually equals T (Tp:I). ä is the pulse width

and r is an adjustable time delay.
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v"(x,Y,t)

Fig. 2.17. A block diagram of the pulse amplitude modr¡Iation sampling setup in dynamic
electrostatic force microscopy.

v"(x,Y

(a)

G{t-t)
vp

G"(l)

Fig. 2.18. An example of (a) a periodic circuit wave form v,(xll) to be measured and (b) an ideal
rectangular sampling pulse G6(r-z). (c) is the switch control signal G, (t). T,>> T.

The pulse amplitude modulation can be easily realizedby using a high speed switch,

turned on and off at the frequency q. a¡ is usually chosen at the mechanical resonance

of the cantilever, ú+, to enhance the cantilever deflection Q times, as illustrated by Eq.

(2.16). The control signal of the switch G(Ð is shown in Fig. 2.18 (c).

The amplitude-modulated sampling pulse at the probe, vo(t), can be expressed

mathematically as

(b)

(c)

T,r/2
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v o(t) = v, (r)G" (r),

where the control signal C,(r) is a square wave as

(2.26)

(2.2e)

(2.30)

(2.27)

The electrostatic force component at the cantilever resonance frequency a+ can then

be expressed as

_.., 7aC,,
F"Q)|,, =;Èr(",(t),v,@) -2(v,(t),v"(x,y,l) + 2\a(x,y)(v,(r))) cos(ø,r), (2.25)

where

(açt),b(t)) =l [ "r,rb(tþt,

(o(t)) =l [ "r'r,.
In Eq. (2.28), the first and third terms are independent of the desired circuit voltage

v"(xyJ).For extracting wave shapes of a digital signal, these terms contribute an ofßet

force at a¡. This force induced cantilever deflection, according to Eq. (2.16) is

^" 
(Ð1,, = 

" +# î (r, (t), v 
" 
(x, y, fi) + D,f sin(at,t),

G, (t) = I* 1,,à,L cos(n a,t).

¿,G)1,. = -i#llr,u "(x, 
y,t = r) * D 

".

(2.31)

where D, is the constant deflection offset due to the offset force in Eq. (2.28).

If the sampling pulse is an ideal pulse, v,(t):VoG{t-Ò, (Vp is the pulse amplitude) and

assuming its bandwidth is much larger than the circuit signal bandwidth (&<t,, t¡ which

is the circuit signal rise and fall time respectively) with ùT<<1, the probe deflection

monitored using a lock-in amplifier locked at ú+ carbe approximated as

(2.32)

The measured deflection is proportional to the circuit voltage at t : c, which is also

illustrated inFig. 2.19.
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v"(xy,t)

+#4"-"

Ë

A"(r)l*

L¡T

Fig. 2.19. The measured probe deflection is proportional to the circuit signal. The sampling pulse
walks through the period Z for the entire waveform (three pulse positions in corresponding to
three different voltage levels are demonstrated).

The entire wave form vr(x,y,r) can be captured by shifting the delay e From the

detected wave forrn, circuit signal information such as the timing, the rise and the fall

times, and the ringing etc., scaled by òC/ð2, Q ærd k, canbe extracted.

To extract the circuit waveform with the proper polarity, it is important to reahze the

several factors that affect the polarity of the measurements, including the polarity of the

sampling pulse and the phase of the lock-in amplifier reference signal. In practice, this

problem can be solved by measuring a known circuit pattem.

The pulse amplitude could also be modulated with a sinusoidal signal. ln this case the

probe signal is simply

þ--
rr

v ,(t) = v, (r) cos(ø,.r),

and the deflection at the resonance frequency will be

(2.33)

(2.34)¿,G)1,, = -:#lf,n o, "1*, 
r,t = r) + DC ,.

The difference is that a constant Y, replaces 2ln in square wave modulation, as in the Eq.

(2.32). AIso, DC" only comes from the circuit dc offset Â(Þ.

For a sinusoidal modulated sampling pulse, if the pulse is ac-coupled, i.e.

v'(t):vrlG6Q-fl-<G6Q-d>l (<Go@r)> is the dc component of the pulse), the cantilever

deflection at øwillbe
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(2.3s)

In this case the sampled waveform would also be ac-coupled. The dc offset AÕ is

thus not present in the measured wave form. An ac-coupled sampling pulse is useful for

testing high-speed circuits which can be dc sensitive.

2.7.2.2 Pulse width modulation

A block diagram of the pulse width modulation approach used in EFM is depicted in

Fig.2.20 [54]. A step generator is used for generating fast rise time leading edges. The

step generator is set by v,(ttõ1), where â is continuously changed at arate close to the

cantilever resonance frequency @, aîd reset by v,(t-t-$), where ô is a constant delay. t
is an adjustable delay, which is used for pulse positioning relative to the circuit waveform

as used for the pulse amplitude modulation approach.

v"(x,Y,t)

v,(t- t)

fig.2.20. A block diagram of the pulse width modulation sampling setup in dynamic electrostatic
force microscopy.

In this case, the resulting pulse signal applied to the probe can be written as

v o(t) =VoGaaQ -r),
and the pulse duration flt) canbe expressed as

(2.37)

,d" (ù1,, = -i#3 f,, oU "{*, 
y,t = î) - v 

"(x, 
y,t)f.

(2.36)

Voltase
cntrolfeddelay 6"

pulse
generator (r)

sync.¿

õ1t¡ = õ. - õ, = U, -];.U,(1 + cos(ø, r)),
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where ô, is the modulation depth as seen in Fig. 2.21. Using this probe signal,

induced probe deflection at frequency @, (set at the cantilever resonance)

approximately [54]

the

is

(2.38)

assuming t.<< õ^<<tc. r,. is the rise time of the probe signal, which is determined by the

step generator and /" is the rise time of the circuit signal. The pulse width modulation

approach provides measurements with temporal resolution that relies mainly on the

modulation depth f, as illustrated in Eq. (2.37).

0xt, Ti

Fig. 2.21. The parameters

---------------l

associated with a pulse width modulation sampling pulse.

If the delay fi is square-wave modulated at arate of ú+, the pulse duration {r) can be

expressed as

^z 
(t)1,. = . :# I !-, o, " 

{*, y, t -- î) + D,l sin(ot,t),

õ(t¡ = 6o - 6,- õo - U^f,*î 
,,à,!cos(nø,t)1.

(2.3e)

This results in a probe deflection at the cantilever resonant frequency similar to that

expressed in Eq. (2.37), except for the constant 2ln inplace of y,1551.

The pulse width modulation approach requires a fast rise time leading edge (or falling

edge) rather than a n¿ilrow pulse used in pulse amplitude modulation.

2.7.3 Summary

In comparison with the heterodyne equivalent-time sampling technique, the

homod¡me pulse sampling techniques result in a force component at a signal frequency

(the cantilever resonance) that is proportional to the circuit voltage. This enables high

resolution measurements by using a lock-in amplifier. The homodyne pulse sampling

techniques should provide better measurement signal-noise-ratio since the low frequency

end noise will not affect the measurements.
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ln comparison with the pulse amplitude modulation approach, the pulse width

modulation approach only requires a high speed leading edge, which can be provided by

a high-speed step generator. Most available signal generator circuits can be optimized to

have a much faster rise time than the fall time, but it is harder for them to optimize both

the rise and fall time. The pulse width modulation approach could be easier due to the

hardware. Further discussion will be given in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

DEFM Experimental Setup and Measurements

Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup for performing DEFM pulse sampling

measurements. Pulse sampling measurements of signals up to 10 Gbils on a matched

transmission line and a Nortel wideband distributed amplifier (V-2) are presented.

3.1 Pulse generation

Using repetitive time sampling techniques, the bandwidth of the DEFM is no longer

restricted by the frequency response of the cantilever but only by the sharpness and non-

idealities in the sampling pulse. This is because the measured waveform is a convolution

between the circuit signal and the sampling pulse as seen in Eq. (2.31).

One of the challenges of the pulse sampling EFMs is to generate high-speed electrical

pulses to drive the probe. The idealities of the effective sampling pulses, and in turn the

bandwidth of the measurement system, seriously depend on the performance of the pulse

generation system.

Commercial high speed vector generators are capable of producing bit rates in the

range of 40+ Gbils. These sources can generate pulses with widths of about a few tens of
picoseconds. The vector generator used in this thesis was a multi-channel I GHz

HP80000 data generator from Hewlett-Packward, which is capable of producing I ns

width pulses with 1 0-90o/o nse and fall times of less than 120 ps [56]. This is satisfactory

for sampling MbiVs signals, but is not good enough for sampling Gbit/s signals. Vector

generators that produce 40 Gbils pulses are commercially available today [52], but they

are usually too expensive for academic researchers. In this work, the HP80000 data

generator is used as the synchronizing source for the circuit excitations and the sampling

pulses. Custom-built high-speed logic gates are used for ultra-short pulse generation.
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3.1.1 High-speed logic gates

High-speed sampling pulse generation using lower speed pulses can simply be

achieved by using a single high-speed ANDA{AND logic circuit. Figure 3.1 shows a

sample of the generation process. The two input pulses, v¡(/) with the width fi and v2(t)

with the width õ., are synchronized with the same time period. The delay / between vr

and vz is finely adjusted so that the time during which both inputs are high, is very short,

i.e. the gate turn-on time is very short. Assuming the two input pulses have infinitesimal

rise and fall time, the width of the generated ideal ouþut pulses v, is equal to the very

short gate turn-on time á (:ã-Á).The pulse widths of the two inputs are trivial. The

actual rise and fall time of the ouþut pulses are governed by the transition speed of the

gate control circuitry. As same as that of the two input pulses, the ouþut sampling pulse

has a period of To.

"r(t)

(b)

vzØ

(c)

voQ)

(d)

Fig. 3.1. A sample process of high-speed pulse generation. (a) An AND/NAND logic gate with two
input pulses; (b) Input pulse u¡ with width fi; (c) Input pulse u2 with width ã; and (d) Ouþut
pnlse vo with a width â ô equals ù-4 md I is the delay between the two pulses.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of the experimental setup for generating a high-speed

sampling pulse using a single logic gate. The HP80000 data generator I ns pulse was

(a)
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used as an input, v¡, for a broadband (dc - 18 GHz) resistive power divider (from

Picosecond) to produce two identical pulses, v1(r) and v2(t). The delay between the two

pulses was adjusted using two cables with a designed length difference. A wideband

phase trimmer could be added in for fine adjustment. The logic gate is a commercial

ultra-high speed 2 input AND/¡{AND (NLG4119), which operates up to 10 Gbils.

Fig. 3.2. A high-speed sampling pulse generation system using a single NAND/AIID gate. The
cable lengths /1 and /2 are used for a specified delay 1 between the two signal v1 and v2.

The NLG4119 was designed with Low-power Source Coupled FET technology and

was fabricated with 0.15-pm GaAs MESFET process [57]. The input impedance

matching was very good owing to built-in 50 O termination resistors between the input

pins and the ground. The NLG4119 ouþut rise and fall time are 30 ps and 25 ps (20 to

80o/o), respectively. Its logic levels are 0 for high and -0.9V for low. The reference level

is set to -0.45 V, which determines the switching threshold of the gate. Figure 3.3 shows

a photograph of the NLG4119 AND^{AND circuit and its functional diagram.

Fig. 3.3. A photograph of the NLGI4119 AND/NA¡ID circuit with 2 inputs and 2 ouþuts and its
functional diagram.

powel'divider

p
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The HP80000 lns pulses have typical 90 ps rise time and 120 ps fall time as seen in

Fig. 3.4. Using the setup in Fig. 3.2, a serious problem was found for generating an

ouþut pulse < 50 ps. The amplitude of the ouþut pulses had up to 30Yo fluctuation

during the phase shifting of the input signal v¡(t).lt was found that the overlapping range

with both signals above the gate threshold level was very small for creating an ouþut

pulse < 50 ps and the gate was actually operating in its linear region. The ouþut was very

sensitive to any small change to the overlapping range. The change might come from the

change of the input pulse width or the rise/fall time as seen in the Fig. 3.1.

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

; o.s

E 0.4

Ë' o.e

0.2

0.1

0

-0.1

02468
Time (ns)

Fig. 3.4. A sample of lns pulse from the HP80000 data generator. The l0-90o/o rise time is - 90 ps.

It was found that the HP80000 lns pulse had a fixed rise/fall time but its width

changed during phase shifting. The pulse width to its delay (from 0 to 1000 ps) measured

by a 20 GHz Tektronix sampling oscilloscope is shown in Fig. 3.5. The lns pulse width

changes from 977 ps to 1002 ps. The change is significant to the overlapping range for

generating a high-speed pulse with a pulse width < 50 ps. This problem is possibly

caused by the asymmehic loading effect of the HP80000 data generator's phase shift

circuitry to the rising edge and the falling edge.
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1 005
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È
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1 000

Fig.3.5. The HP80000 1 ns pulse width changes with the delay.

The solution to this problem is to use only one edge of the HP 1ns pulse to generate

high-speed sampling pulses. The two logic gate implementation is used for the purpose.

W'e used the two differential ouþuts (Qt, Qù of an 8 Gbit/s logic gate (NL4519 l57l),

photographed in Fig. 3.6, as the two input pulses v¡(/) and v2(t) for the logic gate

NLG4119 since the Nl4519-2has the same logic levels as NLG4119. The diagram of the

experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.7.The pulse generation process is described in

Fig.3.8.

Fig. 3.6. A photograph of the logic gate NL4519-2.
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hase üimmer

Fig. 3.7. The two differential ouþut signals of the NL45l9-2 were used as the two inputs for the
NLGI4119 for high-speed pulse generation.

v{ù

\
Ap

TP

ár:1 ns

_t_
at period

voG)

(c)

Fig. 3.8. The pulse generation process with fwo differential input signals. Only the rising edge of
the HP80000 I ns pulse was used. (a) Input pulse r,¡; (b) Input pulse u2 with a detay /; and (c)
Ouþut pulse vo with a width â

Since the rising edge of the signal v1(/), and the falling edge of the signal v2(t) carne

from the same rising edge of the HP lns pulse v¡, tho overlapping region as an example

shown in Fig. 3.9, would not change with the phase shifting. The port Qzof NLG4119

was used for narrow pulse ouþut while port -Q2 was matched to avoid possible reflections.

With this setup, the measured pulse amplitude fluctuation during the phase shifting was

much better (less than 5%).

õi.+
(a)

(b)
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FÍg. 3.9. A sample of a fixed overlapping range for the logic gate NLG4119 to be turned on by
using two differential input signals.

A Tektronix TDS 8000 Digital Sampling Oscilloscope with a 20 GHz electrical

sampling module was used to capture the high-speed pulses. A sample pulse generated by

the NGL4119 is shown in Fig. 3.10. The pulse had an amplitude of 0.7 V and a 47 ps

pulse width (full width at half maximum or FWHM).

0.1

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

¿ -03
o)

E -04
a -rì{

-o.7

-0.8

0 100 200 300 400 500

Time (ps)

Fig. 3.10. A sample of 47 ps sampling pulse generated by the logic gate NLGI4119 using two
differential input signals.

To further improve the system bandwidth, a NEL 20 Gb/s 2 input AND/¡{AND

module (MOF19A) was used to replace the NLG4119. The module has a similar function

to the NLG4119 but has a faster output rise/fall time (20-80o/o),typically 20 ps [57]. A37
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ps pulse was generated and measured by the 20 GHzTektronix oscilloscope, as shown in

Fig. 3.1 I . It has an amplitude of about 0.8 V.

0.1

0

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4

-0.5

-0.6

-0.7

-0.8

-0.9

100 200

Time (ps)

Fig. 3.11. A sample of 37 ps pulse generated by the logic gate MOFl9A.

Pulse width can be adjusted by using the phase trimmer to shorten the logic gate's

tune-on duration. Started at one point (at which the 37 ps pulse was generated), the logic

gate's ouþut amplitude dropped rapidly. Further decreasing the pulse width would

significantly sacrifice the pulse amplitude and the SNR of the pulse sampling

measurement.

3.1.2 High-speed voltage step generators

High-speed voltage step generators can be used for the EFM pulse width modulation

approach as described in last chapter. They can also be used for generating virfual

sampling pulses. In this section, the process for generating virrual pulses by using voltage

steps will be described. The advantage of this process also is that it only requires a fast

leading or falling edge rather than a n¿urow pulse.

3.1.2.1 High-speed voltage step generators

High-speed step generators include a non-linear transmission line (NLTL) [58], a step

recovery diode [59] and an edge compressor [60]. The NLTL is an ordinary transmission

line with the addition of a non-linear element. It has been used for generating sub-

picosecond voltage steps [58]. A step recovery diode (SRD) is also a non-linear

component. Edge compressors are usually based on the NLTL technology.

a
q)

Ê
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¡í
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¡.
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A nonlinear transmission line is an ordinary transmission line with the addition of a

non-linear element to purposely distort the input signal of the line. By adding varactor

diodes periodically in shunt with a transmission line, a nonlinear transmission line is

realized. A single section of an NLTL is shown in Fig. 3.12.

Fig. 3.12. A single section of a nonlinear transmission line.

Since the capacitance of a varactor diode rises and drops in concert with its input

voltages, these diodes in a nonlinear transmission line cause the capacitance of the

original transmission line to be a function of the input voltage and the propagation speed

to vary with the input voltage. The higher instantaneous voltages travel faster than the

lower instantaneous voltages down the nonlinear transmission line. For example, a

sinusoidal input signal can distorted and compressed to ouþut a high-speed voltage step.

Fig.3.13. A Picosecond state-of-the-art edge compressor [ó01.

Based on nonlinear transmission line technique, a state-oÊthe-art edge compressor as

shown in Fig. 3.13 can drive 50 Q with a transition time as short as 4 ps, compressing the

input pulse edges by as much as 80 ps and providing peak ouþut amplitudes greater than

10 V with a maximum repetition rate larger than 20 GHz [60]. Due to its small size, it

could be installed close to the probe tip to minimize the cable loss and to improve the

DEFM measurement bandwidth.
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3.1.2.2 Virtual pulse generation

The DEFM and its modulation approach can be employed in a special way

generate virtual sampling pulses [a5] by using high speed voltage step generators.

block diagram of the virtual sampling pulse generation approach is shown in Fig. 3.14.

Fig. 3.14. A block diagram of the virtual pulse generation approach.

Two identical voltage pulses, v,(t-r) and v,(t-r-6^) (4, is a small fixed delay), are

toggled by a switch at a rate close to the cantilever resonant frequency a¡. D:ue to the

square wave modulation of the two pulses, the resulting switch output signal has a

frequency component of q, as

to

A

(3.1)

Figure 3.15 shows thatv,(t-r)-v,(t-r-õ^) results in two virtual pulses, one positive and

one negative. Assuming the edge generator generates fast falling edges, the rising edges

of the input pulses can be gated out by using a MUX to avoid the positive pulse. Then the

probe signal at the frequency a¡ is equivalent to a virhral narrow pulse as

, oG)|,. = r,,(t)1,. 'G,,(t)G"(t),

v.(t)1,. = ÏV, G - r) - v, (t - r - 6,,)l cos(ø,r).

(3.2)

where the signal G,(r) represents the MUX's operation arrd Gr(t) represents the edge

generator's operation (to sharpen the falling edges).

The virtual pulse approach is actually a pulse width modulation approach (as

discussed in Chapter 2). The probe deflection at the cantilever resonant frequency is

similar to that expressed in Eq. (2.37), except for the constant Zlninplace of Yr.

pulse
generator
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v|iìtuai(i-T)

Fig. 3.15. A virtual sampling pulse generation process. The rising edges of the input pulses are
gated out by using a MUX and the falling edges are sharpened and used for generating a virtual
sampling pulse.

The virfual pulse width S depends on the step generator's transition time t, and the

modulation depth 4,. Two identical Gaussian steps (0 to lV) were used to estimate the

width and amplitude of a virtual pulse for the different modulation depth fi, assuming

the step's rise time t,: 32 ps. Table I shows that $ - 6* if ù, << /,. However, when õ*

11tr, ù - õ and the virtr¡al pulse amplitude is much smaller than the maximum when 4,

.1 tr (i.e. the measurement SNR will be sacrificed). This means that the temporal

resolution of the virtual pulse approach is limited by the step generator's transition time.

This also applies to the other pulse width modulation approaches.

Table 1. The width and the amplitude of a virtual pulse in corresponding to the delay between
the two 1 V Gaussian steps with a 32 ps transition time.

Delay ô, (pÐ V/idth áo (ps) Amplitude (V)

51.3

43.2

37.1

32.2

29.6

(a)

¡toQ)

(lr)

50

40

30

20

10

0.958

0.896

0.777

0.584

0.315
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Experimentally, the virtual pulse approach was implemented by using the HP80000

data generator's lns pulses as the input signals, v,(t-r) and vr(t-t-õn), and by using the

logic gate NL4519-2 as an edge generator. EFM pulse sampling measurements using the

virlual pulse approach with delay õ^: 50 ps were performed on a transmission line to

prove the concept [45].

3.2 Pulse propagation

3.2.1 The reflection problem

The reflection problem exists in the pulse propagation to the tip of the cantilever. As

seen in next chapter, the coupling capacitance between the probe and the circuit is usually

very small, which means that the probe can be simply modeled as an open circuit. The

reflection from the tip may damage the pulse generator or generate multiple reflections

by any possible mismatch on the path from the generator to the tip. A wideband amplifier

with series attenuators at its ouþut as seen in Fig. 3.16 (the pulse ouþut path) could be

used as a pulse ouþut matching network to solve the problem. The amplifier improves

the pulse amplitude and the measurement signal-to-noise-ratio. The attenuators adsorb

the reflection from the cantilever to protect the gate and also to avoid multiple reflections.

series attenuators púnted cilcuit board

t, 50() /
cantilever
and tip

coa,xial cables

Fig. 3.16. The block diagram of the pulse output path.

One of the wideband amplifiers used in this work is shown in Fig. 3.I7.It has a

nominal 26 dB gain and a bandwidth from 30 kHz up to 15 GHz. When it was used to

ampliff the NLG41I9 47 ps pulse, the resulting amplifier's ouþut was measured and

shown in Fig. 3.18. The ouþut pulse has a FWHM of about 57 ps. This means that the

amplifier's pulse response is not very good. The amplifier also adds some ringing to its

ouþut pulse which will be discussed later.
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Fig. 3.17. A photograph of the wideband amplifïer with series attenuators on its input/ouþut
port to protect the pulse generator.

1.5

Ð
q)
EE 0.5
q

100 200 300

Time (ps)

500

Fig. 3.18. The amplifier's ouþut pulse with a FWHM 57 ps.

Since the logic gate MOFl9A's ouÞut port is well matched with a reflection

coefficient Szz < -10 dB, the gate ouþut pulse can be directly applied to the probe after

carefully adjusting the cable length to avoid the reflected pulse overlapping with the

ouþut pulse at the port. Using this setup, the reflected pulse and multiple reflections were

captured by a 20 GHz digital sampling oscilloscope through a broadband (0-18 GHz)

power splifier. The results are shown in Fig. 3.19 for a period of 8 ns. As seen in Fig.

3.19, the multiple reflections were quite small, which means the reflected pulse from the

cantilever was mostly absorbed at the gate ouþut port. This setup was used for 10 Gbit/s

circuit measurements.
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Fig. 3.19. The logic gate MOF19A ouþut pulse and its reflection and multiple reflections.

3.2.2The loss and pulse dispersion

As seen in Fig. 3.19, the reflection from the cantilever is about half the amplitude of

the incidence. The calculated input pulse energy is about three times as much as the

reflected pulse energy. This means that the loss along the pulse propagation path was

quite large with the cable loss being the main contributor. The cable connecting the pulse

generator to the printed circuit board has to be flexible for adjusting and isolating the

mechanical noise as well. However, a flexible cable usually has a bigger loss due to its

thin dielectric layer. To suppress this problem, the pulse generator should be placed as

close as possible to the cantilever.

If the frequency response of the pulse ouþut circuitry (including the probe/circuit

coupling etc.) is defined as Hr(ø), then the actual pulse at the tip vo(r) is fi¡U{a¡fi"1ril¡1

rather then the gate ouþut pulse vo(r), where V"(ø) is F lv"(t)1. F is the Fourier transform

operation.

The frequency response Hr(a) can be analyzed using a static equivalent circuit as

shown in Fig. 3.20 161l.ln the model, the lumped elements Cp, Rp and Lo represent the

probe shunt capacitance, resistance and inductance, respectively. Co, is the coupling

capacitance between the probe and the circuit traces, which depends on the probe/circuit

geometry. These elements, and that of the cable and the transmission line which supports

t
q)

È
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the cantilever, contribute to the Hr(a). It is quite difficult to

Hr(a).

mathematically solve for

50O cable t-line Rp Lp

Fig. 3.20. An equivalent circuit coupling model for the pulse ouþut circuitry and the
probe/circuit transmission line.

Experimentally charactenzing the performance of Hr(at) could be done by using a

time domain reflectometer (TDR) with a high-speed pulse/step to measure the reflected

pulse/step from the ouþut circuihy. The incident pulse/step should have much higher

bandwidth than the frequency response of the circuitry. The frequency response Hr(a)

can then be estimated from the reflected signal by using a deconvolution process.

In this work, the TDR measurement was performed using the TDS 8000 Tektronix 20

GHz digital sampling oscilloscope. Its ouþut is a step transient with a tlpical rise time of

28 ps and an amplitude of 0.25 Y 162l as seen in Fig. 3.21 (the v¡(r)). This voltage step

was used as the incidence for the pulse output circuitry and the measured reflected signal

from the probe was also shown in Fig. 3.21 (the v,(t-ò, which is phase-shifted for the

comparison). The v,(t-ò was significantly dispersed. The dispersion was caused by the

cable loss, the transmission line and the parasitics at the probe end.
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Fig. 3.21. The TDR measurement of the pulse output circuitry.

To simulate the pulse response of the pulse ouþut circuitry, a 40 ps delay was added

to the incidence. The difference between the two incidences, lv¡(t)-v¡(t+40)], is shown in

Fig. 3.22 (the input pulse) and has a FWHM pulse width of 50 ps. The difference

between the two reflected signals, lv,(t)-v,(t+40)1, is also shown in Fig. 3.22 (the reflected

pulse). The signal energy loss along the pulse ouþut circuitry was calculated to be about

40%. This result is close to the real pulse multiple reflection measurement as shown in

Fig. 3.19.
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Fig. 3.22. The pulse response of the pulse ouþut circuitry simulated from the TDR
measurements with a 40 ps delay added to the incidence.
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3.2.3 A coplanar waveguide transmission-line cantilever

The parasitics of the cantilever and the cantilever supporting chip limit the bandwidth

of the sampiing pulse that can propagate to the tip. To achieve greater measurement

bandwidth, a custom-designed cantilever, as shown in Fig. 3.23(a) [63], could be used in

the future. The cantilever uses a coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line with

matched impedance all the way to the tip and is designed for a measurement bandwidth

up to 40 GHz [63]. When stressed, the CPW cantilever provides access for EFM probing

of deep trenches orhigh step heights (up to 100 ¡rm) as shown in Fig. 3.24 (q is the

coupling capacitance between the tip and the circuit) [64]. The fabrication of the CPV/

cantilever requires usage of the MEMS technique and follows a standard

microfabrication procedure [6a]. Figure 3.23(b) is one example of the fabricated

cantilever before releasing. The investigation on the CPV/ cantilever is still undergoing.

Fig. 3.23. A custom-designed CPW cantilever [63].

Ground plane

Shessed CFW cantilever

Fig.3.24. EFM probÍng with a stressed CPW cantilever [64].
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3.3 Measurement system in general

An EFM high-speed pulse sampling system was constructed and is shown in the

block diagram in Fig. 3.25. The HP80000 data generator system (DGS) has multiple

channels for down to a I ns pulse ouþut. One of them was used as the input for the high-

speed pulse generation system as described in previous sections. Depending on the

applications, another channel may be used as a data pattern generator for the circuit

stimulus at, or below 1 Gbils. PC LabVIEW [65] programs control the HP ouþuts

(including their delays, their magnitudes and their logic pattern through a General

Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB)) and automate the pulse sampling process by shifting the

delay of the pulse and collecting sampled data from the lock-in amplifier (LIA) through

the PC plug-in data acquisition (DAQ) board.

Spectrum Anaiyzer

Znf,

A,(Znf,.)

Fig. 3.25. A block diagram of DEFM measurement system.

The measured deflections of the cantilever were monitored by a spectrum analyzer

and collected by a lock-in amplifier (from Stanford Research Systems). The lock-in

amplifier is used to measure the amplitude and phase of the desired cantilever deflection

signal, which is buried in broadband noise. It acts as a n¿urow bandpass filter to only

allow the desired signal, which is set by the chosen reference signal, to pass through.

pulse generation system with

amplitude modulated at

cantilever resonaflce

Analog/Digital Board
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The DAQ board quantifies the lock-in amplifier analog ouþut with a sample rate

which is usually set to 100 samples per second. Averaging time is selected to be one

second to match the LIA intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth.

The LabVIEV/ programs display the measurement result on the computer screen and

store the data in a text file. The advantage of LabVIEW programming over the classical

texlscript based programming is its graphical interface where the user builds a program

by connecting (wiring) built-in component icons, i.e. by drawing the program's algorithm.

3.4 The tip-to-sample distance control

The coupling capacitance between the tip and the circuit depends on the tip-to-sample

distance. To control the tip-to-sample distance during the EFM measurement, a feedback

system, based on controlling the probe capacitance gradient, was investigated. First, the

probe deflection signal transfer function was investigated.

3.4.1 The probe deflection signal transfer function

As discussed in chapter 2, the laser beam shift Ás is proportional to the cantilever

deflection Lz and the deviation in optical signals absorbed between the two photo diodes

is proportional to the shift As.

Fig. 3.26. The experimental investigation of the probe deflection signal transfer function.

The experimental investigation of the probe deflection signal transfer function was

performed by measuring the cantilever deflection signal from the photo detector as a

function of the tipto-sample distance z (moving the probe down to a sample surface), as

shown in Fig. 3.26.T\e result is shown in Fig. 3.27.The cantilever deflection signal

keeps its original voltage as the probe moves closer to the circuit until the tip snaps on to

the circuit surface (, : 0).Further pushing the cantilever, the cantilever deflection signal
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increases rapidly and is saturated afterwards (the laser spot locates only on one photo

diode). The negative tip-to-sample distance means that the cantilever is bending upwards

at its end (a free cantilever is tilted in 15"). The gain (or hansfer function) of the

deflection detecting system could be estimated from the slope, lk¿1, to be about 1.0 V/pm

in this example, i.e. a 1 mV deflection signal approximately equals 1 nm cantilever

deflection. In this measurement, the cantilever and the circuit were both grounded to

avoid the electrostatic force interaction.

45mV

:f.2_92
Tip-to-sample distance (prm)

Fig. 3.27 . The cantilever reflection signal in a function of the tip-to-sample distance. The zoom-in
measurement was done with a 20 nm step.

The minimum tip-to-sample distance can be estimated from the cantilever's snap-

down distance. The detected difference signal was about -45 mV for this case when the

cantilever was pulled down to the circuit surface, as shown in Fig. 3.27 . The cantilever's

snap-down distance was estimated to be 45 nm for this specific case. The snap-down

distance is mainly determined by the environmental noise and the surface cleanliness.

The dominant noise source is thermal noise and the typical RMS noise was measured to

be about 10 mV for the probe station which corresponded to a 10 nm cantilever vibration.

The measured peak-to-peak noise was about 40 mV, i.e.40 nm cantilever vibration.

The typical tip-to-sample distance for the EFM measurements in this work is between

100 nm to 2 W (i.e. in noncontact mode).
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3.4.2The probe height control

A probe position feedback system to maintain the tip-to-sample spacing at small tip-

to-sample distances is proposed and investigated. The feedback system involves adding a

sinusoidal signal of the frequency f, to the probe sampling pulse vo, wherc f" is slightly

lower than half of the cantilever resonant frequency, f,, i.e. 2f' - f,.The probe driving

signal is now

v-o(t) = v ,(t) +V, cos(2t{,t). (3.3)

The square-law of the electrostatic force equation (Eq. (2.1)) produces an additional

force component at 2f, (comes ftom lV, cos(2tf "t)l') *d the force induced cantilever

deflection component is

t (t)1,¡, = -ir#lrti¡sin(+tf,t). (3.4)

The magnitude of this signal can also be monitored by a lock-in amplifier to be

(3.s)

From this equation, the 2J:, signal depends only on òClò2, the cantilever mechanical

properties and the bias voltage V".It is independent of the circuit signal v,(xyJ) andvoQ),

however. Therefore, it could be used as a control signal to maintain the tip-to-sample

distance during the repetitive pulse sampling process.

Experimentally, the sinusoidal \ilave may be added on to the sampling pulse by using

a wideband bias-T as shown in Fig. 3.28(a) [66]. The deflection signal atf, and2f" canbe

monitored by using a spectrum analyzer. Here, the sampling pulse (the HP80000 I ns

pulse train at 1 V) was modulated at 12.625 kHz, the sinusoidal wave signal was at 6 kIIz
(i.e. 2f":12 kHz), and the circuit (a microstrip line) was energized at I V. The/. and U
signals were both located close to the cantilever resonance peak as shown in Fig. 3.28(b)

to enhance the deflection by approximately a factor of p. The frequency difference of the

two desired signals was 625H2.

A"lrr,=-ir#?r:,

s8
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(a)

Az

(b)

625Hz.

voQ)

Fig. 3.28. The control signal for maintaining a constant tip-to-sample distance.

For this case, the deflection signals at 2f, and f, as a function of the tip-to-sample

spacing z were measured by using two lock-in amplifiers. ln the measurement, the probe

tip moved from 4 pm away to the circuit surface in a step size of 50 nm. As seen in

Fig.3.29, the deflection signals at 2f, aîd f increase when the tip-to-sample spacing

decreases until the tip touches the surface.Thef, signal increases slightly quicker than the

2J:, signal (the ratio of A,þf A"l2¡" increases from 0.75 to 1.1 when the tip-to-sample

distance changes from 4 pm to 100 nm). This is possibly because the deflection signal

A,þ, depends on the circuit voltage (and its distribution) but the signal A,l2¡" does not as

seen in Eq. (3.5).

â
Þ

N'

\-i
\€
d

N'¡

-r\

\
0

Tip-to-sample Spacing (pm)

Fig. 3.29. An example of the measured signals: Arl¡,, Arlr¡,, and the ratio Arl¡ tA"l4 
^" 

a function of
the tip-to-sample spacing.
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Figure 3.30 shows thelog(A"þ) and the log(A"12¡,) as a function of the log(z/zs) (zs:7

pm). From these curves, dCldz - llzn, where n - 0.3 for this case.

atT=

atf ,

0

Log(z)

Fig. 3.30. The log(1.þ and the log(A,12¡) as a function of the log(¿).

3.5 High-speed pulse sampling measurements

3.5.1 Pulse sampling up to I Gbils

An implementation scheme used for the pulse sampling measurements up to 1 Gbils

is shown in Fig. 3.31. The 1 ns pulse from the HP data generator was used to generate a

high-speed sampling pulse through the pulse generation system, as discussed in the

previous section. Up to 1 GbiVs test patterns were also generated by the HP80000 data

generator as the test circuit stimulus. The pulse was synchronised with the circuit

stimulus and was amplitude-modulated at the cantilever's resonant frequency to apply

repetitive time sampling. The amplitude modulation was done by a high-speed switch

from Mini-Circuits. The switch control signal came from a function generator, which was

also used to supply a reference signal for the lock-in amplifier. The pulse period, To, was

usually set the same as that of the circuit signal, i.e. To:T;7.
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HPSOOOO DGS
u"(r)

To Probe

Fig. 3.31. The implementation of up to I Gbils sampling measurements.

Pulse sampling measurements were initially performed on a 300 ¡rm wide microstrip

transmission line mounted on a printed circuit board. The sample had approximately a

5 GHz bandwidth. The circuit input was from the HP80000 data generator at 1 Gbils

which had about a 90 ps rise time and a 120 ps fall time. The circuit ouþut was

connected to the TDS 8000 Digital Sampling Oscilloscope for monitoring purposes. The

probe was usually located at the middle of the transmission line with a typical tip-to-

sample spacing of about 300 nm. The probe signal used here was the ouþut from the

high-speed pulse generation system and amplified by the SDL wideband amplifier with a

FWHM of 57 ps (Fig. 3.18).

The sampling rate was 100 GSamples/s, (i.e. 10 ps delay increment) so that there

were about 10 sampling points on the circuit signal transitions. A sample measurement

result is shown in Fig. 3.32. The measured waveform is compared with the circuit output

measured by the oscilloscope after performing a convolution with the 57 ps sampling

pulse. For the 8 bit data (7L8 ns), the pulse duty time üTwas about 0.007.

As seen in Fig. 3.32,the pulse nonidealities, such as its limited rise time, ringing etc.,

caused distortion in the measured waveform (the curve b). This is verified by comparing

with the convolution (the curve a). As seen in this measurement, the actual pulse at the

probe tip suffered a significant diffusion, as discussed in last section, which caused

rounded corners and additional ripples.
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1.5

1

o2468
Time (ns)

Fig. 3.32. The measurement of 1 Gbit/s signals applied to the microstrip transmission line. Curve
(a) shows the circuit output measured by a 20 GbiUs oscilloscope after performing a convolution
with the 57 ps sampling pulse. Curve (b) is the wave form measured by the DEFM probe using
the 57 ps sampling pulse.

Pulse sampling measurements were also performed on a 0.5 Um CMOS inverter chain

for pattern extraction [67]. A photograph and the equivalent schematic of the integrated

circuit are shown in Fig. 3.33 (a) and (b), respectively. The circuit contains three rows of

inverter chains. The top two rows have 10x10 pm2 unpassivated probing pads between

every two inverters. The third row has only a passivated 1.2 prm interconnect. The

packaged circuit was mounted onto a printed circuit board with a 50 Ç) transmission line

to transport the high speed digital input signal into the chip.

Here, a250 Mb/s patter [1010 ...] was applied to the circuit. The measured wave

forms are shown in Fig. 3.33 (c). Curve (1a) was measured on the test point 1 using a

0.04 pf I GHz active contact probe [5] for comparison. Curve (1b) was measured on the

test point I by an EFM probe with a sampling pulse of FWHM 130 ps (the ouþut pulse

of the logic gate NLG4519-2). Curve (2) was measured on the test point 2 by the EFM

probe to show that signals can be obtained directly from passivated interconnects. These

measurements demonstrate the performance and the ability of the EFM probe.

3 0.5
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FÍg. 3.33. A microphotograph of the CMOS inverter chain (a) and the circuit schematic (b).
Measured wave forms on the test point I using an active probe (1a) and the EFM probe (1b) and
the test point 2 þassivated) using the EFM probe (2\ Í671.

3.5.2 Pulse sampling up to 10 Gbils

The EFM pulse sampling technique is also used for the circuit signal measurements

> 1 Gb/s. The measurement setup for up to 10 Gbit/s pulse sampling is shown in

Fig.3.34. The 37 ps sampling pulse as seen in Fig. 3.11 from the MOFl9A logic gate

was used for the measurements > 1 Gb/s. An HP83595 RF generator was used to

generate up to 10 Gbils digital signals (through a high speed logic gate) for the circuit

stimulus. To synchronise the probe signal with the circuit signal, a sinusoidal signal was

also used as an extemal clock for the internal phase lock loop of the HP data generator,

after being stepped down by a frequency divider. ln this work, 2.5 Gbils and 10 GbiVs

sampling measurements were performed.

ffi'--{
r"t

tat '' i

(c)
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To Probe

vr(t)

To Circuit

L 
-----J

Fig.3.34. The implementation for up to 10 GbiUs sampling measurements.

For 2.5 Gbils sampling measurements, the RF generator output is a 1 .25 GHz

continuous wave and the HP phase lock loop external trigger signal fu is 0.3125 GHz

(divided by 8). The sampling pulse period, To:llf6:3.2 ns, and the circuit signal period

Z":800 ps. The pulse duty time üTo is about 0.012 for the 37 ps sampling pulse.

For 10 Gbils sampling measurements, the RF generator output is at 5 GHz andfu:

0.625 GHz (divided by 16). The sampling pulse period is Ç:1.6 ns and the circuit signal

period is T":200 ps. The pulse duty time ålTo was about 0.023.

v"(t)

Fig. 3.35. A microphotograph of a GaAs wideband distributed amplifÏer indicating the test points
on its inpuU ouþut off-die transmission lines.

Pulse sampling measurements were performed on an operating GaAs wideband

distributed amplifier as shown in Fig. 3.35. The circuit was designed for OC-I92

application but had a bandwidth of only about 10 GHz. It has a passivation layer

approximately 300 nm thick. The circuit stimulus is a2.5 Gbils square-wave signal (with

+350 ps/-450 ps duration) from a high-speed logic gate (NLG4119). The probe was
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placed about 100 nm above the circuit during the measurements. The EFM measurement

on the off-die input transmission line (the test point l) is shown in Fig. 3.36 (dots) in

comparison with the circuit input signal measured by a digital oscilloscope (the solid

curve). The distortion in the measured wave form is caused by pulse nonidealities. The

sampling rate is 200 GHz,i.e. 5 ps sampling step size'

Fig. 3.36. EFM pulse sampled signal (dots) in comparison with the circuit input signal measured
by a digital oscilloscope (the solid curve). The EFM measurement was performed on a wideband
dÍstributed amplifier's off-die input transmission line.

Figure 3.37 shows the EFM signal measured on the amplifier's off-die ouþut

transmission line, i.e. the test point,B in Fig. 3.35. The signal has been smoothed using a

low pass filter (which will be discussed in Chapter 4) and is to compare with the

amplifier output signal measured by the scope (the solid curve). The amplifier was

operated under saturation.

í 0.2

a
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0 400 800 1200 1600

Time (ps)

Fig. 3.37. The EFM pulse sampled signal (dots) in compared with the circuit input signal
measured by a digital oscilloscope (the solid curve). The EFM measurement was performed on a
wideband distributed amplifïer's off-die output transmission line.
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Fig. 3.38. EFM pulse sampled rising edges for delay measurement befween the test point B and C.
Six repeating measurements were performed on the test point .B to indicate the measurement
repeatability and phase jitter.

The delay between test points B and C (shown in Fig. 3.35) was estimated from the

measured signals to be 45+5 ps as seen in Fig. 3.38 (with six repeated measurements on

test point B). The measuted distance between B and C is approximately 4.5 mm. From the

10 GHz vector voltage measurements, the effective dielectric constant for the

transmission line is estimated to be about 6.0 and the calculated time delay between B
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and C for a2.5 Gbils signal is about 37 ps [68]. These measurements show that the EFM

probe has the capability to measure internal circuit delay with a resolution of 10 ps.

Fig. 3.39. A microphotograph of the wideband distributed amplifier with internal probing nodes
on the ouþut transmission line.

Internal circuit probing was also performed on the distributed amplifier's on-die

output transmission line at the distributed amplifier as shown in Fig. 3.39. The width of

the transmission line is approximately 20 ¡rm. The EFM measurements for a 2.5 Gb/s

input signal were performed on the test points O0, 03, 07, Oll and O14. The measured

wave forms are all smoothed and shown in Fig. 3.40. The five wave forms look similar

and are vertically shifted for comparison. The propagation delays between these

measurements are indistinguishable since the delay from O0 to O14 (with a distance less

than2 mm) is less than 20 ps according to the delay measurement in Fig. 3.38.

400 800

Time (ps)

1200 1600

Fig. 3.40. The EFM pulse sampled wave forms on the five test points of the amplifïer's ouþut
transmission line.
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Fig. 3.41. The measured 10 Gbifs signal (dots) on the amplifier's off-die input transmission line
compared with the circuit input data measured by a 20 GHz digital oscilloscope (the solid curve).

10 Gbils pulse sampling measurements were performed on the amplifier's off-die

input transmission line (test point A). The sampling rate was 200 Gsample/s (5 ps sample

step). The sampled waveform is compared with the circuit input data measured by a 20

GHz digital sampling oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 3.41. The circuit input signal had

about a 30 ps riseifall time. The rise/fall time for the EFM sampled wave form was much

worse due to the bandwidth limit of the sampling pulse and the circuit under test.

10 Gbit/s EFM pulse sampling measurements were also performed on the test point B

while the amplifier was operated under saturation. Figure 3.42 shows the measured wave

form in comparison with the circuit ouþut measured by the oscilloscope. On-die

measurements had similar results as in the Fig. 3.40. These measurements show that the

amplifier has a bandwidth much less than expected by the designer (the ouþut signal

transient time increased significantly). The circuit has a limited bandwidth and has

internal reflection problems as seen from the vector voltage measurements [68].
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Time (ps)

Fig.3.42. The measured 10 GbiUs signat (dots) on the amplifier's off-die output transmission line
compared with the circuit output data measured by a 20 GIJz digital oscilloscope (the solid
curve).
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Chapter 4

System Charac terization and Improvement

Chapter 4 characterizes the DEFM pulse sampling system performance factors, such

as the bandwidth, the temporal resolution, the phase shift linearity, the noise, the voltage

sensitivity and the probe invasiveness. It describes a noniterative deconvolution process

which could be used to compensate for the waveform distortion caused by the nonideality

of the sampling pulse.

4.1 The system bandwidth and the rise time

The bandwidth of a dynamic measurement system is generally defined as the

frequency range within which its frequency response is constant within which the

deviations are of less than 3 dB. For an oscilloscope, this range usually starts at dc, and

its upper limit is shown ãsfs¿a, as illustrated in Fig. 4.I. It means that à 30% enor in

amplitude measurements can be expected for frequencies above this frequency.

l0
Êa

I
É

o
q

.f -s¿u

Frequencyr¡f

Fig. 4.1. The bandwidth of a dynamic measurement system.
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The bandwidth of an EFM pulse sampling system is determined by the sampling

pulse generated by the electronics and the circuitry for propagating the pulse to the tip,

including the printed circuit board, the cantilever supporting chip and the cantilever, as

discussed in the previous chapter. If V"(a), Ho@) and Hr(ø) are the Fourier transforms of

the circuit signal v"(t), the pulse voQ) and the pulse propagation circuitry frequency

response respectively, then the measured deflection signal is

A"(r) * F-'IH o(a)H r(a)V"(aùl, (4.r)

r 
-lwhere 1-' rs an lnverse Fourier transform operation. The frequency response of the pulse

propagation circuitry, Hr(o), has been discussed in the previous chapter. In this section,

we are going to discuss the sampling pulse frequency response, Ho@).

It is interesting to see how close the EFM sampling pulse frequency response is to a

Gaussian frequency response. The 37 ps sampling pulse (dots) used in the EFM system

(in the Fig. 3.11) is similar to a Gaussian pulse (solid curve) as seen in Fig. 4.2 exceptfor

some small ringing (< 5% energy of the pulse).

0.1
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-0.1

-0.2

Ð -0.3
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-0.7
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dots : the 37 ps
sampling pulse

100

Time (ps)

Fig. 4.2. The 37 ps sampling pulse (dots) used in the EFM system is similar to a Gaussian
pulse (the solid curve) except for some small ringing.

The calculated frequency response Ho@t) for the 37 ps sampling pulse in comparison

with the Gaussian pulse frequency response is shown in Fig. 4.3. The sampling pulse

behaves as a low pass filter with a 3dB bandwidth of > 8 GHz. However, due to the non-

ideal Gaussian pulse shape, some high frequencies can pass through as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3. The frequency response of the 37 ps sampling pulse (dots) in comparison with the
Gaussian frequency response (the solid curve). The pulse has a 3 dB bandwidth of > 8 GIIz.

A Gaussian impulse response and its frequency response are

g(t) =L¡*"n''" and G(a)- "-c'Ì?t+, 
(4.1)

respectively. øis the standard deviation.

From the Gaussian impulse response, the full-width half-maximum (FWHM), â, is

6 =2(ln2)t/2r. (4.2)

The bandwidth of a Gaussian frequency response can be calculated to be

f_ro"=@= o.^lt. 
Ø.3)2nr õ'

From this equation, theoretically, the bandwidth of the 37 ps sampling pulsef3¿s,pulse:

8.4 GHz This is consistent with the Fig. 4.3.

The term rise time /, usually denotes the time a step response needs to rise from 10%

to 90%o of its final value. The rise time of a step response with a Gaussian frequency

response (4.1) can be computed to be,

tr,to_eo =1.8I-t. (4.4)

It is related to the 3dB bandwidth by the formula,

t,,to-so(=1.09Ð = 0.34/ f_ror. (4.5)
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For high speed oscilloscopes, the 20%o to 80% rise time definition is also commonly

used since the 20o/o to 80% rise time is less affected by aberrations than the 10% to 90Yo

rise time and, consequently, often exhibits a smaller standard deviation. The theoretical

relationship between the 20o/o to 80% rise time and the 3dB bandwidth for a Gaussian

system is,

t,,zo-so(= 0.72Ð = 0.221 f-zae.

In this thesis, the l}Yo to 90Yo rise time definition is used by default.

The frequently used transformation formula for the bandwidth and the rise time of a

measurement system is actually derived from a low-pass of the first-order (the transfer

tunction is llll+jaí@s¿sl) [69]:

tr.to-eo =0.35I f-ro.

(4.6)

(4.7)

For an actual measurement system, assuming a low-pass of second-order (the transfer

tunction is llll+2D(jata3¿s)+|oloXur)'l with the damping factor D of 0.7) leads to a

considerably better approximation [69]. For the second-order frequency response, the

bandwidth-rise time product is near 0.34 (which is close to that of a Gaussian frequency

response, (4.5)) [69]. A comparison of the frequency response for the three systems with

the same 3 dB bandwidth is shown inFis 4 4

Normalized Frequency

Fig. 4.4. The frequency responses for the first-order low-pass, the second-order low-pass and
the Gaussian system (step responses are shown in the legend) [691.
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The bandwidth of a system limits the rise time measurement accuracy of transient

signals. Assuming the measurement system has a Gaussian frequency response and the

signal has a Gaussian signal shape, the measured signal rise time can be estimated by

(4.8)

where tr,sisnat ant t,,r, are the rise time of the signal and the measurement system,

respectively [69]. This equation is also valid for the 20o/o to 80% rise time definition.

From this equation, the rise time measurement error due to the system bandwidth limit is

small for tr,r¡*o¡) 3 tr,ry, (< 6%) and large for tr,r¡*o¡- tr,ry, () 40%).

Figure 4.5 shows a sample of the rising edge measurements of the HP80000 data

generator ouþut signal. The curve (1) was measured directly by a 20 GHz sampling

oscilloscope. The curve (2) was measured on a 50 Ç) transmission line by the EFM probe

(with the sampling pulse shown in the Fig. 3.10).

Þ
3a

a

o.6

o.4

o.2

o

-o.2

-o.4

':t(2\:: | /. /---+< F: : / '{ i(r)::t:.:¿.':Ã:" " ! ' ,f :" "1 """
: :f ; Ii il i :itii:Í::: J! : .
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1 //, i :

o 2o0 400 600
Time (ps)
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Fig. 4.5. The measured results for the rising edge of the HP data generator's ouþut signal. The
curve (1) was measured directly by a 20 GHz sampling oscilloscope. The curve (2) was measured
on a 50 O transmission line by the EF'M probe.

In the first measurement, tr,sistat (-120 ps) > 3 tr,ry, (tr,ry, -17 ps). The measured signal

rise time is tr,^ro, - tr,sisnat.The second measurement shows the rise time measurement

error (-I7o/o) due to the EFM sampling system bandwidth limit.

It seems to be promising to use equation (a.8) as a coffection term to recalculate the

tr,sisnat from the tr,^"^,

(4.e)

t,,^"^ = 
^ltl,,,** 

+ t:,,y,,

r-;------- 
"1 _ IJL

L r,signal - 1l 
L ,,rreo, - l r,ry, '
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However, the idea is not very practicable due to the noise, the reading elror, the non-ideal

Gaussian shape signal and the EFM sampling system frequency response. The accuracy

of the estimation given by (a.9) is limited even for a measurement system with much

higher time resolution.

As previously discussed, the EFM sampling system frequency response is determined

by the frequency response of the sampling pulse and the pulse propagation circuitry. It

can be calibrated by using a higher standard internal probing system. Unfortunately, it is

not currently available.

The rise time measurement of a known signal could be used for a rough estimation of

the EFM sampling system's bandwidth, i.e. the overall bandwidth of the EFM sampling

system is

f-tor.rr, =0'341

The overall bandwidth of the EFM sampling system could be used for further estimation

of the bandwidth of the pulse propagation circuitry,f-3dB,prop> using

.f-tor,oror=vffi,

(4.10)

(4.11)

assuming the frequency response of the pulse propagation circuitry, Hc(Ø), is also a

Gaussian response.

In this example (Fig. 4.5), assuming the circuit signal rise time is the same as that of

the data generator's ouþut signal, the roughly estimated overall bandwidth of the EFM

sampling system with the sampling pulse as shown in Fig. 3.18 is 5 GHz. Theoretically,

the bandwidth of the 57 ps samplin g pulse f,3¿s,purse is about 5.4 GHz. From the equation

(4.11), the bandwidth of the pulse propagation circuitry is > 10 GHz. This means that the

sampling pulse response is dominant for the EFM sampling measurement up to 10 GbiVs.

Theoretically, the bandwidth of the 37 ps sampling pulse is > 8 GHz. The rise time of

the pulse signal is tro,r¡ss 3 trs¡st ot for measuring a 10 Gb/s circuit signal, which means the

estimation of the rise time of the circuit signal from the measured rise time is difficult. A

faster sampling pulse generator has to be used. For measurements above 10 Gbit/s, the

pulse propagation circuitry's frequency response has to be improved as well.
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4.2 Deconvolution

The EFM measurement temporal resolution is determined by the system bandwidth.

If the system bandwidth is not sufficiently high, the measurements are distorted and some

high frequency components in the original signal are lost. When the system response is

known, a deconvolution process [70] can be used via inverse filtering to remove the

effects of the system response and improve the temporal resolution of the measurement to

obtain a more accurate estimation of the original signal.

However, with inverse filtering, noise in a measurement system becomes highly

amplified at frequencies where the system response approaches zero. Various filtering

approaches are used to control this behaviour, but any filter necessarily removes some

components of the original signal that is being recovered. The main concern of a

deconvolution process is in finding an optimum filter. In this work, the analytic high

order Gaussian filters and an optimization criteria based on the least mean-squared error

[70] were used for the initial simulation of the deconvolution process.

4.2.lBackground

For a sampling system with an impulse response p(n), the ouþut resulting from an

input v(n) is given by

m(n) =v(n)Ø p(n)+n(n), (4.r2)

where 8 designates a convolution operator, n(n) represents the added measurement noise

and n is the discrete time. ln the frequency domain, this is represented as

M(k) =v(k)P(k) + N(k), (4.13)

where M(k), V(k), P(k), and ,ni(fr) are the discrete Fourier transforms of m(n), v(n), p(n),

and n(n) respectively and Æ is the discrete frequency indices..

Although the noise ,n(k) is unknown, an estimate of the original signal can be

obtained from a direct deconvolution in the frequency domain as

v,(k)=ffigA, (4.t4)

where ff (Æ) includes any errors in the estimate of lt(k) and is usually small.

A frequency-domain low-pass filtering team F(k) has to be used for the raw

deconvolution result given by Eq. (4.14) to avoid the amplification of noise. Thus Eq.

(4.14) becomes
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t/"(k) = ffir<o¡,
(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.18)

where P"(k):P(k)+N"(k). The commonly used frequency-domain filtering team, F(k), is

F(k) = lryÐr

(4.17)

where l/6 is the number of sampled points [71]. Variable yís called the regularization

parameter.

In this work, filters of the form given in Eq. (4.16) were used

F(k) - r-lntol"'rz ,

Vfn>l' = 6- s.orf4¡ + zcosÇ1LJ, k = 0,1,2,...,N0 -r,

where m>l (m:2 for the Gaussian form), and o is a variable related to the cutoff

frequency of the filter. Two example filters are shown in Fig. 4.6. All these filters have a

linear phase response. It has been found that these filters performed best for m > 2 (the

time-domain ringing produced by the higher order filters dies out quickly [70]). The

sharp cutoff afforded by larger values of m allowed the cutoff to be extended to higher

frequencies, resulting in less attenuation of the signal components [70].

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 4.6. The fwo filters of the form given in Eq. (4.16).

1,2

1.0
o)0
õ 0.8

Ø

&, 0.6
(l)

E o..r

? o.z

0.0

-0.2

lnU,>l' + /rqr'¡1"
where W(k)l' is the squared magnitude of the discrete Fourier transform of the second

difference operator and may be written as
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In this work, the criteria used for the optimization of the parameter m and o is based

on the least mean-squared error between the estimate and the true signal, yielding a cost

tunction [70]

to be minimized, where v"(n) represents the deconvolution ouþut and ¡/0 is the total

sampled number. Since the real signal v(n) is unknown, an indicated error i(n) given by

Eq. @.20) could be used to substitute v"(n)-v(n) l70l

cost =f,*Ï"t" (n) -v(n)12 ,

í(n) - n' fW F &)(t- F(Æ))1.

(4.re)

(4.20)

4.2.2 Simulations

Simulations were run using a Gaussian pulse with a small ringing (imitating the 37 ps

sampling pulse as shown in Fig. 4.2) as p(n) and using a Gaussian-shape square wave as

v(n). The "measured" signal, m(n), was analytically generated from the convolution of
p(n) and v(z) plus some uniform white noise z(n).

Figure 4.7 shows an example of an input signal v(n) (dots) with a rise time t,: 20 ps

and a period of 1 ns, the "measured" signal m(n) (the curve a) with a pre¿uïanged SNR of
60 and the deconvolution ouþut vr(n) (the curve b), which was optimized at m : 3 and

o :14 GHz (the cutoff frequency is about 13 GHz) for the minimum cost.
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ßig. 4.7. Curve (a) is the "measured" signal m(n), which is a convolution of the Gaussian pulse
p(n) and u(z) (the input signal with a 20 ps transition time (dots)). White noise was added with a
prearranged SNR of 60. Curve (b) is the deconvolution result.

Figure 4.8 is a zoom-in picture of the rising edges of the three curves shown in

Fig. 4.7 . The rise time of the deconvolution ouÞut (the curve b), tur, is approximately 35

ps. It is much smaller than the rise time of the o'measured" signal (the curve a), t^

= 45 ps, where to = I.09*37 - 40 ps). The measurement bandwidth is

equivalently improved from 8.4 GHz (for the 37 ps sampling pulse) to approximately

12 GHz Figure 4.7 also shows that the shoulders on the measured signal curve (a) (due to

the contribution of the small pulse ringing) have disappeared. This means that the

deconvolution process helps removing the effects of the pulse response from the

"measured" signal.
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Fig.4.8. Curve (a) is the rising edge of the oomeasured" signal. Curve (b) is the deconvolution
result with a rise time of approximately 34 ps. The input signal is shown as dots.

Unfortunately the actual pulse at the EFM probe tip is unknown since the frequency

response of the pulse output circuitry, Hr(a¡), is difñcult to be determined as discussed in

Chapter 3. Ideally, if the input signal v(t) is known, the deconvolution process could also

be used to find out the pulsep(r) from the measured signal m(t), simllar to the Eq. (4.15):

(4.2t)

To simulate the process, the previous 20 ps rise time input signal v(n) and the

"measured" signal m(n) (: v(n)Øp(n)+z(n), assuming a SNR of 600) were used. The

optimized deconvolution ouþut, p"(n), is shown in Fig. 4.9 (solid curve) in comparison

with the sampling pulse, p(n), which is a Gaussian pulse with a small peak. It is found

that it is much more difficult to do the pulse deconvolution than the input signal

deconvolution. A larger SNR is usually required for the pulse deconvolution and the

deconvolution ouþut is usually associated with the more ringing as shown in Fig.4.9

since the higher order Gaussian filters have to be used to minimize the cost.

These simulations suggest that the deconvolution process could be used for

improving the EFM measurement bandwidth and for finding the pulse at the probe tip.

However, the deconvolution process creates effors as discussed in reference [70].
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So far, the deconvolution process has shown very little improvement in terms of the

measurement bandwidth for the actual EFM pulse sampled results. Further investigation

is needed.

:ll i i :ill i i i;f I i i ::l I : .----'---'-'-"--'i-f--+-'---'-'-'i'----------------i-----------------i----------------

Time (ps)

Fig. 4.9. The solid curve is the deconvolution output of the pulse. The dashed curve is a Gaussian
pulse with a small peak imitating the 37 ps sampling pulse.

4.3 The delay resolution

The delay resolution is the minimum propagation delay detectable by the instrument.

The delay resolution of the EFM instruments used in this work is mainly determined by

the HP80000 data generator's internal delay line. The delay line has a minimum delay

increment of 2 ps, however its phase jitter is typically 10 ps [56].

The amplitude noise of the sampling pulse is another source of the measurement

temporal error. The effect of the amplitude noise on the temporal error is illustrated in
Fig. 4.10. The voltage sensitivity and the slope of the signal transition time can be

utilized to formulate the relationship between the amplitude noise and the timing

ambiguity l72l as

1.0

0.8

I
? 0.6

q)

a 0.4

{ 0.2

0.0

1000

LT =e.4.
dv'

(4.18)

where ÂZ is the resulting phase jitter from the amplitude error q and dt/dv is the inverse

slope of the signal transition.
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Fig. 4.10. The effect of the amplitude noise on the temporal inaccuracy.

The actual delay resolution of the EFM measurements should be an accumulation of
the jitter AZ caused from the amplitude noise and the delay line's phase jitter. The phase

lock loop used in Fig.3.34 for synchronizing the pulse signal with the circuit stimulus

might add in extra phase jitter to the measurements.

The delays from the HP80000 data generator's delay line were carefully measured by

using a 20 GHz digital sampling oscilloscope. The measured delay versus the expected

delay is shown in Fig. 4.11.It shows that the delay line has afairly poor linearity and that

effors of as much as 50 ps exist for some points.

1000

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Expected delay (ps)

Fig. 4.11. The measured delay versus the expected delay from the HP80000 data generator's
delay line.

To solve the problem, software was used to calibrate the delay by using a lookup

table based on the measurement. The measured delay versus the expected delay after the

software calibration was measured again by the scope as seen in Fig. 4.l2.Itis found that

the improved delay accuracy is better than 10 ps. The software was used for all other

measurements in this work.
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ßig.4.12. The measured delay verses the expected delay after the software calibration.

Using the software, the EFM delay measurements were performed on a microstrip

transmission line. The circuit input signal was a 2.5 Gbit/s square wave. The sampling

pulse was the EFM 37 ps pulse. Five rising edge measurements were shown in Fig. 4.13

to correspond with the circuit signal's initial delay of 0, 10, 20,30 and 50 ps.

o.2

0

-0.1

-o.2 0.34 0.s6 0.38 0.4

Time (ns)

o.42

FÍg. 4.f3. The EFM delay measurements of 2.5 Gbit/s signal with the added initial delays of 0, 10,
20, 30, and 50 ps on a microstrip transmission line.

The same delay measurements were also performed on the Nortel distributed

amplifier as shown in Fig. 3.35. Five initial delays of 0, 10, 20,40 and 90 ps were added

to the circuit input signal. The measured rising edges on the test point B corresponding to

these delays are given in Fig. 4.14. Fig.4.15 shows five measurements for the circuit

under the same conditions to demonstrate the measurement repeatability.
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Fig. 4.14. The EFM delay measurements of 2.5 Gbils signal with the added initial delays of 0, 10,
20,40, and 90 ps on the Nortel distributed amplifier.
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Fig. 4.15. Five measurements to demonstrate the measurement repeatability.

These measurements show that EFM has the capability to measure intemal circuit
signal delays with a delay resolution of less than l0 ps.

4.4 Noise and voltage sensitivity

4.4.1 Noise and voltage sensitivity

There exists mechanical noise from the probing structure, thermal noise, laser source

noise, electrical noise coupled to the detection electronics, and lfnoise [73]. With good

design, mechanical noise, laser and electrical noise can be made negligibly small. The
fundamental noise source for the SPM based techniques is the mechanical noise vibration
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of the cantilever due to its equilibrium with the finite temperature environment. The

cantilever vibrates with a total thermal energy of ksTl2, where Zis the temperature of the

thermal environment (in Kelvins) aîdks is the Boltzmann's constant [73].

Figure 4.16 is an example of the measured noise power spectra by using a spectrum

analyser. The noise floor was measured without input signals. The electrical noise was

measured when the laser was turned off. When the probe was touching the sample

surface, the measured spectrum included the overall mechanical noise (the contact probe

formed a loop between the probe station and the probe head), electrical noise and laser

noise. The thermal-mechanical noise spectrum (the noncontact probe) has the same

Lorentzian shape as the cantilever frequency response except for the mechanical noise at

low frequencies.
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Fig. 4.16. The measured noise power spectra using a spectrum analyzer.

As seen in Fig. 4.16, the total noise for the EFM measurement system (measuring the

desired signal at the cantilever resonance frequency) is usually dominated by the thermal-

mechanical noise (the thermal peak is 20 dB higher or l0 times larger than the other

noise). At the resonance, the thermal noise induced cantilever deflection is also enhanced

by the cantilever's mechanical response, the same as the EFM force induced cantilever

deflection.
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Since the EFM measurements are made at the reson¿mce frequency of the cantilever,

the RMS thermal noise is approximately l73l

where B is the deflection measurement bandwidth. When the lock-in technique is used for

the desired signal, -B is determined by the lock-in amplifier's time constant setting.

For the silicon cantilever used in this work, Q-20, Æ-0.055 N/m,/--1r.675 kfrz, and

B - 1 Hz. Using Eq. (a.19) and the photo detector's transfer function (-1 V/pm), the

calculated thermal noise is approximately 0.01 nrn/ JHz. This is in close agreement with

the measured noise value (-102 dBv,^rl JHz - 0.01 nrn/ JHz ) at the cantilever's

resonance frequency.

The EFM measurement voltage sensitivity is defined as the minimum root-mean-

square (RMS) detectable voltage (or amplitude) that is limited by the thermal noise. From

the Eq. (4.19) and (2.31), the minimum detectable voltage amplitude (rms) is

V",rr,r(')l^n =

l9z?, 1 1t/2-@¿-'t ta¡ ' 1 ko), '

2ðc6--
-_yðzT P

(4.re)

(4.20)

This expression indicates that the mechanical properties of the cantilever greatly

affect the noise performance of the instrument. For a better noise performance, the

cantilever should have a large Q and a small spring constant Ë. For example, for the case

where the tip-to-sample distance - 200 nm, ðClðz - 80 pFim (estimation), and the pulse

duty cycle is ùT : Il8 and Vo : 1 V, the estimated voltage sensitivity is about

zmv/JHz .

Experimentally, the voltage sensitivity was measured using the 1 ns pulse with ilT:
ll8 and Vp : 2 V. The tipto-sample spacing was about 800 nm on an unpassivated

transmission line. The lock-in amplifier time constant was 30 ms. The RMS noise was

measured to be about 11 mv, which was found out by comparing it with the

measurement of known voltage. The measured EFM voltage sensitivity was

approximately 5 mV/JHz . It is greater than the estimated value 2 mvlJHz. The error

4kBThB

may come from the estimation of the ðClðz value and the tip-to-sample distance.
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The SNR of the measurement is defined as

lA:l f.-t2
Si/A =

lrr1l,.l,,,
(4.21)

where l¿?l''' is the RMS signal (or signal amplitude) induced by the electrostatic force;

lM,'f''t is the RMS noise mainly determined by the thermal noise and ,^/ is the total

number of sampled points. The minimal detectable signal is limited by the noise at

Si/A:l.

4.4.2 The noise filtering

The high-frequency noise in the EFM sampled signal can be filtered out by taking

advantage of an oversampling method. The Nyquist criterion [74] requires the sampling

frequency to be at least twice the maximum frequency of the measured signal to avoid

aliasing. In EFM, the maximum sampling rate could be 500 Gsample/s (using 2 ps delay

increment) which is much higher than the maximum frequency of the desired signals.

This oversampling method could be taken advantage of for filtering out unwanted high

frequency noise and to improve the measurement signal-to-noise ratio.

Usually, Butterworth filters were used for the noise filtering with a transfer function

AS

H(f) = I+0.4lqf I .f.)"'
(4.22)

wheref is the cutoff frequency. Equation (4.22) is known as nth order Butterworth low

pass filter response. Butterworth filters are causal and have linear phase response. The

Butterworth filters of 2nd,3rd, and 5th order with a cutoff frequency of l0 GHz are

shown in Fig. 4.17. Usually, the cutoff frequency is selected to be two or three times

larger than the system bandwidth. For the 37 ps pulse sampling measurement, the filter's
cutoff frequencywas selected tobe20 GHz.
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Frequency (GHz)

Fig. 4.17. The Butterworth filters of the 2nd, 3'd, and 5th order with a cutoff frequency of 10 GHz.

One example of the EFM sampled original and filtered wave forms is shown in

Fig. 4.18. The sampling pulse was the SDL amplifier output 57 ps pulse with a sampling

rate at 250 Gsampleis. The filter used was a 2nd order Butterworth filter with a cutoff

frequency of 20 GHz. The SMR calculated from Eq. (4.2I) using the sampled wave form

(the left) and the noise (measured when the circuit signal was off) was approximately 22.

The Si/R for the filtered wave form (the right) was approximately 57, which is about a

three times increasing in the Sl/R for this case. The measured wave forms shown in this

thesis have all been noise filtered.
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Fig. 4.18. EFM sampled wave form (the left) and its filtered result (the right).
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4.5 The invasiveness

The EFM probe has two types of the invasiveness, the electrical loading due to the

impedance disturbance and the pulse coupling due to the signal injection.

Due to the non-contact nature of the EFM probe, the parasitic loading of the EFM

probe on the circuit is dominantly capacitive, determined by the coupling capacitance

between the probe and the circuit under test (Cpr) as seen in the probe's equivalent circuit

(Fig. 3.20). The probe lumped elements Cp, Rp and Lo can be neglected.

The coupling capacitance Cpr, which is dependent on the probe/circuit geometry, is

simulated and discussed in Chapter 6. As a sample, when the silicon cantilever is located

above three 2 Frm wide interconnects with I pm separation, the total coupling capacitance

is simulated to be < 0.2JF at the tip-to-sample distance of 100 nm as shown in Fig. 6.18.

This is small compared to the capacitive loading of the commercial contact probes, which

are typically 0.01-0.1 pF [4].

The typical probe pulse coupling was measured by placing the probe at a typical

measuring distance above a transmission line as shown in Fig. 4.19.ln the measurement,

the probe was positioned approximately 0.5 pm above the transmission line and the probe

signal was the HP80000 1 ns pulse (as shown in Fig. 3.4). The circuit input signal was a

250 Mbit/s square-wave signal with an amplitude of 100 mVpp. The disturbed circuit

output signal after being amplified with a gain of 24 dB, vo(r), was measured by a 20 GHz

digital sampling oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 4.20.Two small peaks in the vo(r) were the

pulse coupling from the probe.

f,=loops f, g?
ð= lus_J L_ gaiu 21 dB

125l\fr12
100 mV

vo{t)

pulse coupling measurement setup.
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510
Time (ns)

Fig. 4.20. The disturbed circuit output wave form (the two small peaks came from the probe
pulse coupling).

The coupling capacitance, Cpc, cmr also be estimated from this measurement. A
simple RC circuit model as seen in Fig. 4.2I was used to estimate the Cpc. The resistance

.rR represents the two parallel 50Qs (:25ç¿). The capacitive impedance is z": l/ja{0". The

probe pulse coupling is vo,Q):lR/(R+2")lvo?): ljúR.cpJ(l+joRcp)lvo(t) = çc,RCo)voG)

since the coupling capacitance Co"is usually very small.

0.7

û.6

0.5

-. 0.4

.Ë ^.)Á v.u

0.1

0

cr"
v-- ll - u

I

w*
I

V
Fig.4.2l. The RC model for the probe pulse coupling measurement.

ln this measurement, the pulse amplitude vo - 2 v, the small peak vo, - 2 my
(considered in the amplifier's gain factor) and @ - 2nlt,, where /,. is the probe pulse's

transition time (-100 ps). The coupling capacitance Co" is estimated to be - 1 .5 /F. It is
larger than the simulated 0.2 fF since the width of the transmission line was much larger

than the 2 ¡m used for the simulation. Larger contributions came from the coupling

capacitance between the cantilever beam and the transmission line. At 100 GHz, the

parasitic shunt impedance ll2nfCo" is about 10 kO. This means that the capacitive

coupling from the EFM probe is practically negligible when measuring 50 e systems.
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4.6 Summary

The EFM measurement temporal resolution is limited by the system bandwidth which

is mainly determined by the sampling pulse (the pulse generation system and the pulse

propagation circuitry). The error due to the pulse nonidealities could be partially

compensated by using a deconvolution process which requires the knowledge of the pulse

response and the measurement. To improve the system bandwidth (10 GHz or above), a

picosecond pulse generation system (such as an edge compressor) should be used and the

pulse generation system has to locate as close as possible to the cantilever to avoid cable

loss effects on the high frequency components in the pulse. A CPW structure cantilever

will be used in future.

The voltage sensitivity of an EFM instrument is mainly determined by the thermal

noise. To improve the measurement sensitivity, the probe should be placed as close as

possible to the circuit (to increase ðClòz); a moderate vacuum system could be used to

increase the cantilever vibration quality factor Q; arrd a multiple sampling pulse approach

could be used to effectively increase the pulse duty time ùT, which is very useful for

long pattem signal measurement [75].

To reduce the probe capacitance loading (and also improve the spatial resolution), a

longer tip with smaller tip radium should be used. Newly designed cantilevers with such

a tip are commercially available [6]. Such a tip could be easily broken and a tradeoff

between the loading and the voltage sensitivity exists.

The DEFM method assumes that the probe operates in the electrostatic regime (probe

dimensions << wavelength). This is valid at mm-wave frequencies [76].
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Chapter 5 Quantitative Voltage Measurements

Chapter 5

Quantitative Voltage Measurements

As shown in the last two chapters, EFM pulse sampling technique provides only

qualitative measurements, yielding the signal's relative wave shape and information such

as rise and fall times, ringing, and timing. Up to now, quantitative voltage magnitude of
high-speed arbitrary signals is still difficult to measure at internal nodes of an integrated

circuit by using non-contact probing techniques. However, the internal signal magnitude

information is very useful in trouble-shooting and important for many applications such

as testing mixed signal high-speed ICs.

It is usually very complicated for the EFM probe to calibrate an accurate voltage scale

since the force signal scale would alter and change according to any small changes in the

tip-to-sample spacing, tip geometry and surface environment, e.g. cleanliness, etc.

In this chapter, an efficient null-force technique is employed in EFM to measure up to

250 Nfbitls signal voltages with the advantage of being free of those complicated

calibration procedures. Measurement results using this technique are linear in a voltage

range (-2V- +2.5V). Measurements on a Nortel wideband distributed amplifier using the

technique show a significant agreement to the results measured by a digital sampling

oscilloscope and a vector network anal5rzer.

5.1 The null-force technique

As seen in Eq. (2.1), the electrostatic force depends on the ill-defined parameter

dC/dz. Obtaining quantitative voltage information by detecting the force requires

complex calibration or precise and bothersome probe positioning since dCldz is
determined by the physical geometry and the relative position of the cantilever and the

circuit. A null-force technique was used to perform the quantitative voltage

measurements. The nulling approach avoids the need for complicated calibration or for
the knowledge of the ill-conditioned parameters.
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The null-force technique can be realized by driving the probe with a modulated

sampling pulse as

v oG) = (A+ K cos(ø,r))v" (r), (s. 1)

where Ahas to be an adjustable variable, K could be an arbitrary non-zero constant. From

the force equation Eq. (2.1), the force component at the cantilever's resonance frequency

is

F"(ù1.. =Yufn(v"(r),v,(r))-(u" (t),v"(x,y,t))+lo1x,yXu"(r))l cos(ø,t), (5.2)z ' 'tØ" òz

and the force induced cantilever deflection is

Az(t)l -. =Y? utA(v,Q),v,(r)) - (u" (t),v 
"(x, 

y,r)) + Âo(x, !)(v,(r))lsin(ø, r), (s.3). ,t(D" ðz k

where the <> was defined in Eq. (2.28) and (2.29).

In Eq. (5.3), if the sampling signal is an ideal pulse, v,(f): Glt-r), and assuming its

bandwidth is much larger than the test point signal bandwidth (&<t,,t¡) with &T<<1, this

probe deflection monitored by a lock-in amplifier can be approximated as

The probe deflection will be nulled when A: v,(xy,r:fl-LÕ.(x.v). Here the dc offset,

which is usually very small, will still be present in the measured signal voltage when the

probe deflection is nulled. To avoid this, an ac-coupled sampling pulse,

¿,,G)1,, =#3 - llA - v 
"(x, 

y,t = r)+ a<Þ(x, y)1.

v" (r) - GoG - c¡ - (c oçt¡),

could be used, such that the probe deflection will be (neglected the (&T)z term)

¿, @)1,. = #3 - ILA -, "(x, 
y,t = t) + (v 

"@, 
y,t))1.

(s.4)

(s.5)

(5.6)

The probe deflection will be nulled when A: v"(xy,t:r)--<vr(xy,/)> where <v"(xy,t)> is

the dc component of the test point signal. Only the ac component of the test point signal

is measured. This arrangement is preferred since the unknown (and slowly time varying)

dc error a<Þ will not be presented in the measured signal voltage (since <vr(r)>:0). The

ac-coupled pulse arrangement is also useful for testing high-speed circuits which can be

dc sensitive.
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Experimentally, the sampling pulse Eq. (5.1) could be implemented by using a high-

bandwidth switch and two adjustable-gain amplifiers with the amplitude Vt and V,z as

seen in Fig. 5. 1 . If the switch is toggled at a frequen cy of a,-2nf,, with a 50o/o duty cycle,

the resulting signal applied to the probe, as seen in Fig. 5.2, is (Fourier series)

v oQ) = (A+ K Ë l"or(, ø,t))v,(t),
n=l,odd fl

(s.t)

where A:(V,t + V,2)12 and IG2(V,1- V,2)/n, ignored the high order (O@l)) harmonics.

This gives the equation (5.1).

Fig. 5.1. Block diagram of the noncontact scanning probe microscopy based probe which
employs a null-force technique to perform quantitative voltage measurements of the high-
frequency internal IC nodes.

The sampling pulses used in this work were the output pulses of the HP80000 data

generator which has a total of four ouþut channels. The two pulses were synchronized

and shifted in phase as seen in Fig. 5.2 to a wideband switch, which applied a square

wave modulation at the cantilever resonance frequency, f,, for the probe signal. Two

identical wideband dc blockers could be used to block the pulse dc component for the ac-

coupled measurements. The circuit under test was externally driven by the HP80000 data

generator with a test pattern v"(t). v"(t) was configured to be an N-bit length vector with a

period To:Nlrt, where f6 was the system clock rate (highest clock rate is 1 GHz). The
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Chapter 5 Quantitative Voltage Measurements

entire waveform vr(x,yj) can be captured by shifting the pulse delay z which is the same

as that of the sampling process.

Two pulses
in phase

Fig. 5.2. The pulse amplitude modulation for the null-force technique.

Similar to the sampling process, the force nulling process is also highly automated by

using the LabVIEW programs through GPIB cables. The nulling VI programs use the

deflection signal, A' (the ouþut signal of the lock-in amplifier), as an error signal to

automatically adjust the pulse parameter A (V* V,2) as shown in Eq. (5.7) until the probe

deflection signal is zeroed (or within a pre-selected tolerance). The feedback control

system is demonstrated in Fig. 5.3. Block D represents all the stages that process the

pulse parameter to the deflection signal, which includes the probe, the deflection detector

and the lock-in amplifier etc. Block C represents the stages that process the error signal

(Ð and drive the probe.

Fig. 5.3. The feedback control system for the automated nulling process.

The cantilever deflectioÍr, A", as a function of the applied pulse parameter A canbe
measured experimentally. Figure 5.4 shows a sample of the measurement. The curve

demonstrates the linearity of the system and its slope depends on the phase setting and

'p(

I

ll
JL

I

(b)

A1=42=7
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the sensitivity setting on the lock-in amplifier, etc. The gain of the feedback control loop

is dependent on the slope.

-0.5

-1

-1.5
-1

A(n
Fig. 5.4. The measured deflection signal, 1., as a function of the applied pulse parameter l.

The delay for each iteration of the control system must to be larger than the time

constant of the lock-in amplifier. This is to ensure that the lock-in amplifier has reached a

steady state for the next effor computation. The number of iterations for the nulling

process can be adjusted by the progrrim and these processes usually take less than five

minutes.

With the described null-force technique, accurate signal voltages can be extracted

without knowledge of dCldz, Q, or k, thus eliminating the need for complex calibration

and accurate probe positioning above the test point and since the approach is independent

of Ç as discussed in following chapter. As a result, measurement of passivated circuits

can be performed. This eliminates the need for milling access holes to the desired test

points of the circuit, which can be costly, time consuming and possibly destructive.

5.2 The null-force measurements

One of the challenges in this work is being able to perform quantitative voltage

measurements in conjunction with very high bandwidth measurements (using a sampling

pulse with a small ä). Previous results were only for 1 Mb/s [77] and 2 Mb/s [78] data

rates. In this work, HP data generator's 1 ns sampling pulses are used to measure circuits

operating up to 250 Mb/s [79], which is closer to the performance of current IC

\
o
e)q)

()

1

0.5

0

-0.5
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technology. Two different nulling approaches have been used here: dc-coupled nulling

(using a dc-coupled pulse) and ac-coupled nulling (using an ac-coupled pulse).

5.2.1 The dc-coupled n¡lling measurements

From the Eq. (5.4), using a dc-coupled pulse, the measured circuit voltage v"(xy,t:r)

: A+LQ(xy) and ÂÕ could be measured by grounding the circuit.

v.(x,1t,t
Tlou

vor

vr(Ð
16 r (ns)

r (ns)

(c) 
i

Fig. 5.5. (a) An example of a 250 Mbit/s data pattern to be measured, (b) a typical 1 ns wide
sampling pulse v"(l) applied to the probe, and (c) the resulting wave form measured.

Experimentally, a 250 Mb/s square-wave data pattem as shown in Fig. 5.5(a), was

applied to the matched 50 C) microstrip transmission line. The voltage hígh, Ve¡1, and

voltage low, Ve¿, levels of the data signal were varied in order to mimic different

technologies and logic families. Fig. 5.5(b) is a typical 1 ns wide sampling pulse, which

is generated by the HP80000 data generator, the same as discussed in Chapter 3.

Fig. 5.5(c) shows a sample of the corresponding wave form measured by the sampling

pulse technique. The wave form may include some small dc offset AÕ. The dc-coupled

nulling measurements were performed on the microstrip line as shown in Fig. 4.3 with

the cantilever fully overhanging the line to avoid coupling from the ground plane.

Figure 5.6 shows the measured nulling value, A, as a function of the applied circuit

signal voltage V". The points represent experimental data and the curve represents an

(a)

(b)
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ideal mapping. The results show the linear relationship between the nulled values, A arñ

the applied circuit signal voltages, V", along with some dc ofßet which is less than 50

mV (AÕ>-50 mV) as seen in the Fig. 5.6. The RMS value of the experimental points is

less than 15 mV. The voltage accuracy is better than 30 mV in the dc measurement. The

dynamic dc measurement range is -1.5 V to 1.5 V.

Circuit voltage (V)

Fig.5.6. The measured nulling valve,A, as a function of the applied circuit signal voltage 2".

Nulling measurements have been performed on the microstrip line with the probe

located at different tip-to-sample distances of, 100 nm, 350 nm, 1 pm, and 2 pm. As

shown in Fig. 5.7, the cantilever deflection was nulled at the same nulling value within

the measurement error. This demonstrates that the probe is capable of direct measurement

on a circuit without the passivation removed.
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\
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(a) fip-to-sampledistance

(a) 100 nm
(b) 350 nm

(c) I tun
(d) 2 pm

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 r .8

Nulling valueA (V)

Fig. 5.7. The measured cantilever deflection, l, as a function of the applied pulse parameter A at
different tip-to-circuit distances, i.e. 100 nm,350 nm, 1 pm, and 2 pm.

5.2.2 ac-coupled null in g measurements

From the Eq. (5.6), using an ac-coupled pulse, the probe deflection is nulled at A:
v"(xy,t:t)-<v"(xy,t)>. Experimentally, ac-coupled nulling measurements were applied

for the same 250 Mb/s square-wave circuit signal as shown in Fig. 5.8(a). Figure 5.S(b) is

the ac-coupled sampling pulse. Figure 5.8(c) is the measured waveforms, which is also

ac-coupled without dc error ÂÕ.
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v.(x,1',t
vou

I/ot

?'(l)

: o_-

: o.*
(c)i'

i o'n
i-o'=

(a)

(b)

I (ns)

r (ns)

r (ns)

Fig. 5.8 Similar waveforms as in Fig. 5.5 except that here the pulse (b) is ac-coupted and the
measured waveform (c) has no dc component.

The measured voltage swing, (A7-AL), as a function of the applied voltage swing,

(Von-Vor), is shown in Fig. 5.9. An : Voø - Vo¡r"ù Ar : Vot - Vo¡rrt and Vo¡rrt :
<v"(xy,t)>. These results are obtained by performing the nulling procedure with the

sampling pulse placed first at the middle of a logic-high state and then at a logic-low state.

t/:
:r/l./

0123
Circuit signal amplitude Vor¡Vo, (l)

Fig. 5.9. Measured voltage swing, (ArAò, as a function of the applied circuit voltage (VorVor),
obtained by performing the nulling procedure with the sampling pulse positioned at the middle
of a logic-high state and then a logic-low state.

Also the ac voltage measurement accuracy is better than 30 mV and the dynamic

range of the ac measurements is 2.5 V. The voltage sensitivity of the probe, measured on
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the 50 Ç) transmission line with a tip-to-circuit distance of - I pm was approximately

5 mY/ílH2.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the probe, a GaAs wideband amplifier IC used in

an OC-l92 frber communications system was measured. The IC, mounted in its fixture, is

shown in Fig. 5.10. The amplifier has a gain of 23 dB for up to 5 GHz. The inpuVoutput

match is quite good (S11, Szz < -10 dB) at this frequency range.

input
port

output
port

Fig. 5.10. A fixtured GaAs wideband distributed amplifier IC indicating two internal test points,
located just off the die, on the circuit's input and ouþut transmission lines.

A250 Mb/s clock signal, with vs¡:-50 mv and Vor50 mv, was applied to the input

of the amplifier. The signal on the input transmission line, just off the die, as shown in

Fig. 5.10 (test point 1), was measured with the probe. The measured signal has an

amplitude of 105 mV. The waveform shown in Fig. 5.11 is compared with the

measnrement made at the input connector of the fixture using a 20 GHz sampling

oscilloscope. The probe measured voltage signal on the ouþut transmission line, as

shown in Fig. 5.10 (test point 2), has an amplitude of 1.6V. The resulting waveform is

shown in Fig. 5.12 and compared with the measurement made at the ouþut connector of
the fixture using the 20 GHz sampling oscilloscope. These results of the probe are in
good agreement except for the risetime, which is bandwidth-limited due to the I ns

sampling pulse width.
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Tinie (ns)

Fig. 5.11. The measured wave form at test point I in Fig. 5.10 compared with the measurement
made at the input connector of the fixture using a 20 GItz sampling oscilloscope.

-05
:

1

; -1

Time (ns)

Fig. 5.12. The measured wave form at test point 2 in Fig. 5.10 compared with the measurement
made at the output connector of the fixture using a 20 GItz sampling oscilloscope.

An optical photograph of the amplifier IC is shown in Fig. 5.13 and consists of two

cascaded distributed amplifier stages. Internal measurements were performed at the input

and ouþut transmission lines (approximately 10 pm and 30 pm wide, respectively) of the

two amplifier stages. 
'Waveforms 

obtained at the VO ports of each stage are shown in Fig.

5.14. From these results, the gain (signal reflections are not considered) of each stage was

measured to be 13 dB. The total gain comes out to be 26 dB, which compares well with
the 24 dB obtained using a 20 GHz sampling oscilloscope and the 23 dB gain using a

network analyzer. The amplifier IC was passivated for all of the measurements with the

cantilever tip typically located 0.3 mm above the circuit test points.
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Chapter 5 Quantítative Voltage Measurements

Fig. 5.13. A microphotograph of the two-stage distributed amplifier IC die in Fig. 5.10, indicating
internal test points at locations 3,4,5, and 6 of the input and ouþut transmission lines of each
stage.

(a)

0

Fig. 5.14. A comparison of (a) the
transmission line (test points 3 and
inpulouþut (test points 5 and 6).
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5.2.3 The error due to the pulse nonidealities

An ideal sampling pulse should have a rectangle shape with a small duration â The

nonideal sampling pulse shape will effect the <> terms calculated in the Eq. (5.3).

However, since v,(r) can easily be measured extemally, the terms <vr(/), vr(Ð> and <vr(r)>

can be predetermined independently of the signals being measured on the test circuit. For

reasonably flat digital signals, the inner product of vdr) and v"(r), can be evaluated as

<v,(t),v,(Ð> - <v,(/)>vr(æ@. Thus, when the parameter I is adjusted to null the probe

deflection, the unknown signal voltage levels can be determined as l77l

v"(x, y,t - r) =(cu(' 
- r)'GoQ -'))'

F¡A'A+LQ, (s.e)

for v,(r):G {t-f, and

v,(x,y,t - r) - (v"(x,y,fl) =
(cu(, -r),Go(t -fl)a, (5.10)

(co1t -c¡)
for v,(t): G Át- t)-< G lt- r)> .

From the 1 ns sampling pulse in Fig. 3.4, <G{t-r),Glt-Ò>:0.0682, and <G{t-r)>
: 0.0910. The scale factor is about 1.33. This scale factor can also be calculated from the

results measured on the microstrip transmission line, assuming the test point voltage was

the same as the input signal voltage.

The measurement results presented in previous sections are all corrected by this scale

factor.

5.3 Pulse duration modulation approach

The modulated sampling pulse in the Eq. (5.1) for the null-force technique could also

be implemented by using the pulse duration modulation approach (instead of the pulse

amplitude modulation approach as used in the previous sections).

The pulse duration modulation approach is illustrated in Fig. 5.15 in comparison with

the pulse amplitude modulation approach. Two sampling pulses (one is the exact opposite

of the other) are switched on and off with the duty cycle D and 7-D,respectively, at arate
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Chapter 5 Quantítative Voltage Measurements

of (Dr.The duty cycle was set to D : 0.5 (for a square wave modulation) in the pulse

amplitude modulation approach, which is discussed in this chapter.

Fig. 5.15. The pulse (a) amplitude modulation and (b) duration modulation, where D is the duty
cycle parameter.

Ignoring the high order O(tf) harmonic teams in its Fourier series, the modulated

pulse voQ) canbe written as

v o(t) = (A+ K cos(ø,r))v" (r), (5.8)

where A:(2D-1)V' and K:(4ln)V,sin(Dn). The force nulling could be approached by

adjusting the parameter D (0+1) (while keeping the ø signal in constant phase) to null

the probe deflection at A:v"(xy,t:t)-<vr(xy,t)> for an ac-coupled sampling pulse

v,(t): G {t - fl - <G lt - r)>.

The implementation of the pulse duration modulation could be easier since it only

requires pulse inverting to have two exact opposite sampling pulses. There is no need to

regulate (and invert) the pulse amplitudes as is required in the pulse amplitude

modulation. The disadvantage for the pulse duration modulation is that the K value

changes with the parameter D (K:(4ln)V,sin(Dt)). K is only half of its maximum at

D:l/6 or 516 and will decrease significantly as D getting near to 0 and 1. This means that

the voltage measurement dynamic range will relate to the measurement sensitivity. Since

K ". sin(D 1ò, this also means that the gain in the feedback control loop (Fig. 5.9) has to

change sign while D crosses the point of 0.5.

^\

^Þ.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, an efficient null-force technique is employed in EFM to measure up to

250 \rtbitls signal voltages with the advantage of being free of those complicated

calibration procedures. Two nulling approaches have been introduced and discussed. The

performance of the nulling technique is demonstrated by the measurements on a Nortel

wideband distributed amplifi er.
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Chapter 6

Electrostatic Force Microscopy Spatial Resolution

ln the previous chapters, dynamic electrostatic force microscopy is used for high-

speed voltage signal measurements. It is a non-contact probing technique which utilizes

the nonlinear Coulomb force interaction between the probe tip and the circuit test point to

extract localized voltages. When a standard SPM probe is used and is in close proximity

(< 100 nm) to the circuit the EFM should have a theoretical spatial resolution in the order

of the tip-to-sample distance [36,80]. This is often not achievable in the practical probing

of an operating IC however, due to the large tipto-sample distance required when the

probing is operated on a probe station or when a circuit passivation layer is present. This

results in strong coupling of interfering signals to the probe tip sidewall and to the

cantilever [81,82,83]. Theoretical and experimental studies [84,85] show that this can

lead to inaccurate measurements and a dramatically reduced spatial resolution.

In this chapter, the spatial resolution of a DEFM instrument is studied.

6.1 Spatial resolution problems

6.1.1 Coupling capacitances

The spatial resolution of an EFM instrument generally refers to the locality of the

voltage measurements. Since current EFMs use a direct force detection approach, the

operative parameter for assessing the spatial resolution is the coupling capacitance

gradient as given by the force equation (ignoring the dc offset Â<Þ for conciseness)

F, (2, t) = I* " 
r-, y, z)fv p (t) - v 

" 
(x, y, t)fz (6.1)
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Note that the capacitance in this equation is from all sources on the circuit surface to

the entire cantilever. At a large tip-to-sample distance (z> the radius of the tip curvature),

significant coupling to the probe can result from points other than from the test point

under the tip apex [81-85]. The resulting spatial resolution depends, not only on the

cantilever geometry, but also on the circuit geometry. This chapter investigates the spatial

resolution problems in internal circuit signal probing.

In internal circuit signal probing, the probe spatial resolution problem can lead to

incorrect absolute voltage and waveforrn measurements due to the interference from

sources other than the test point. As an example, internal probing of three parallel

conducting traces with a standard SPM probe is investigated as shown in Fig. 6.1. If the

three conducting lines are energized with the potential v"¡(xy,t); i:0,1,2, and the entire

cantilever is equipotential, then the resulting total electrostatic force on the cantilever can

be expressed as

where C¡(x,y,z); i:0,I,2, are the coupling capacitances between the entire cantilever and

each of the three traces, respectively. F, : LF"¡ aîd Fr¡ is a complicated average of
electrostatic forces induced by all points on the trace i. Assuming the averaged forces are

dominantly acting at the end of the cantilever, the resulting cantilever deflection at the

cantilever resonance frequenc¡ a¿, (using sampling pulse vo(r)) can be simply expressed

AS

F,(z,t) =: ,1Y#¿þ oQ) -v",(x,y,t)fz .

2

A,(z,r)1,, =ZW,u",(x,y,t = r),
i=0

which can also be written in two parts

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)A,(z,r)1,, =Wr"t(r,y,t = t)+ 
,\rr,u",(x,y,t 

= r),

where the first part is the desired signal and the second part represents the interfering

signals from the adjacent traces. W¡; i=0,1,2, is a weight factor which is a complex

fi.lnction of the cantilever spring constant, the quality factor, especially the capacitance

derivative and the force average effect. According to the Eq. (2.3), the cantilever is much
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less susceptible to the forces acting on the points further

cantilever.

away from the end of the

Fig. 6.1. The coupling capacitances between three parallel interconnects and a standard silicon
SPM probe.

2ltm

v.*./,.: .=+SCOpe

0r2

Fig. 6.2. A high-speed test circuit showing five sections of three conducting traces (tight Ín color),
which are surrounded by a large ground planen and the applied signals. The smallest traces
(zoom-in picture) are 2 lrm wide with a I ¡rm separation.

Experimental investigation of the spatial resolution of the force technique was

performed using the high-speed test circuit shown in Fig. 6.2, as called ITG [86]. The
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circuit consists of five sections of three parallel conducting traces of the same width, w,

and a separation w/2 withw :2, 4,8, 16, and32 pm. The traces are suffounded by a large

ground plane. The circuit was carefully mounted and leveled on the probe station (slope <

-0.01 iny-axis).

6.1.2 Spatial resolution effects on the absolute voltage measurements

Using the null-force technique discussed in Chapter 5, the measured cantilever

deflection can be expressed as

A, (z,r)1,, = Wt (A - v 
",(x, 

y, t = r)) + ZW, Ø - v 
", 

(x, y, t = r)).
i=0,2

The nulling valuel is

(6.s)

l-

2

ZW,r",(x,y,t = t)
i=0

2

Zw,
i=0

(6.6)

(6.7)

If v"¡(x,y,c):0; i:0,2, then the nulling value is

, _Wp"t(x,y,t =t)
2

Zw,
t=0

From Eq. (6.7), the measured voltage is smaller then the circuit voltage due to the

capacitive coupling between the cantilever and the adjacent traces (Wo and l4/z) even if
they are grounded. The error for the voltage measurement could be significant for the

case when the measured signal trace is surrounded by a larger ground plane.

Experimental investigation was performed on the trace 1 of the ITG test circuit with

traces 0 and 2 grounded (see Fig. 6.3 for trace number). In the measurement, the circuit

signal was supplied by the HP80000 data generator. The voltage on the circuit was

approximately -0.75 V. The sampling pulse was a 100 ns pulse at a clock rate of 10 MHz.

During the measurement, the probe tip was usually positioned at the center of the trace 1

as seen in the Figure 6.3 and the cantilever was extended to the right with a tilted angle

15o to the circuit surface.
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- - - I 
- - - - l----\--,/---i--:\ - _ _ f --- r--:-\_

Fig.6.3. The probe tip located at the center ofthe trace I and the cantilever extended to the right.

The measured nulling values at the different tip-to-sample distances on the trace 1

(with a different width w:2 and 16 pm) are shown in Fig. 6.a @) and (b).The results are

compared with the nulling values measured on a 300 pm wide microstrip line with the

probe cantilever half loaded on the transmission line (Fig. 6.a(c)).

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

-0.

-0.7

-0.8
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Tip-to-sample distance, e (pn)

Fig. 6.4. The nulling value Ín a function of the tip-to-sample distance, z. Curves (a) and (b) are
the measurement results on the ITG circuit trace 1 withw:2 and 16 pm respectivety. Curve (c) is
the measurement results on a microstrip line with a width of 300 pm.

From Fig. 6.4(c), the nulling measurements are accurate (the measurement error - Io/o)

when measuring a 300 pm wide microstrip line, where the probe capacitance coupling to

the ground plane is very small. There exist significant errors when measuring the center

trace of three parallel interconnects. The measured voltage had about a 5Yo enor for the

16-pm wide trace 1 (Fig. 6.4(b) and about a45%o error for fhe2-¡tmwide trace 1 (Fig.

6.a@) at the probe tip-to-sample distance - 100 nm. The measured error increased to

q)

6l

è0

z
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about 20o/o for the 16-pm wide trace I and > 80% for the 2-pm wide trace 1 at the tip-to-

sample distance 1 pm.

The relative sizes of the weight factors, which determine the interference level, could

be estimated from these measurements.

6.1.3 The spatial resolution effecting on \üave form measurements

To demonshate the interference signals in the wave form measurement, HP 80000 2.5

Mbils signals were applied to the circuit as shown in Fig. 6.5(a); v¡(r) and v2(/) were both

square waves with the same amplitude (-0.75V to +0.75V) and a phase shift of 90o

between them. vo(r) : 0. A 20 ns sampling pulse with amplitude 2V and T: 800 ns was

applied to the probe. In Fig. 6.5(b) the probe tip was located 100 nm above trace 1 to

sample v¡(r), with v2(t) acting as an interfering signal. In Fig.6.5(c) the probe tip was

located 100 nm above trace2 to sample v2(t),withv{t) acfing as an interfering signal.

These wave forms were sampled by shifting the pulse delay, at 20 ns per step, along the

circuit signals.

From Eq. (6.4), the sampled wave form is

A,(z,r) = A"r(z,t) + A,r(z,t) + A"r(z,t), (6.8)

where Ari(z¡):Wiv"i(xy,t:r), i=0,1,2. Arn(z,r):0 since the hace 0 was grounded.

In Fig. 6.5(b), the sampled wave form obviously includes the inference signal from

the trace 2, i.e. A¡(zç)*A,z(z,t).The result indicates an interference level (A,2lA,) of as

much as 30o/o.In Fig. 6.5(c), the sampled waveform includes the inference signal from

the trace 1. The interference level (A,tlA,z) was over 100/0.

When the probe tip was located 100 nm above the trace 0, which was grounded, the

sampled wave form was similar to the Fig. 6.5(b). In this case, both v1(/) and v2Q) acted

as interfering signals to the measurement. The ratio of the interference levels for the two

adjacent traces (A/2lA^) was approximately 50%o.
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vz(t)

vr(/)

vp(t)
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f ig. 6.5. (a) The square-\ryave 2.5 Mbils signals apptied to traces I and,Z,with vs(l):Q. The probe
signal is a 20 ns sampling pulse with 

":800 
ns. (b) The measured deflection A"(z,lt for the probe

100 nm above trace 1. (c) The measured deflection for the probe 100 nm above trace2.

More measurements were done for the different tip-to-sample distances and the

measured signal and the inference signal levels are listed in Table 2 and3.

Table 2 lists the measured signal and the inference signal levels (normalized to the

signal fu at 100 nm) when the probe was located above the trace 1 at three different tip-

to-sample distances, i.e. 100 nm, 500 nm and 1 pm. Table 3 lists the measured signal and

the inference signal levels (normalized to the signal Aç at I00 nm) when the probe was

l

P
N{

1 00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
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located above the trace 0. From these measurements, the interference levels from the

adjacent traces increased a lot as the tip-to-sample distance increases from 100 nm to

1000 nm. When there is an adjacent trace, the probe should be positioned as close as

possible to the signal trace under test.

Table 2. The measured signal and the inference signal levels (normalized to the signal At at 100
nm) when the probe was located above the trace I at three different tip-to-sample distances.

z (t:mt)

100

500

1000

Table 3. The measured signal and the inference signal levels (normalized to the signal A¡ at 100
nm) when the probe was located above the trace 0 at three different tip-to-sample distances.

Z Glrn) As

AzAtAo

0.12

<0.1

<0.1

1

0.5

0.3s

0.3

0.25

0.21

A2A1

100

500

1000

1

0.5

0.3s

0.3s

0.2s

0.2r

0.15

0.13

0.11

6.l.4lD force scan

To further demonstrate the spatial resolution using direct force measurement, one-

dimension (1D) force scans were performed across the three traces.

First, a topographic scan was acquired by the SPM probe. The probe was operated in

the contact mode, the same as atomic force microscopy (AFM) t2S]. In this work, the

deflection signal A,was used as a feedback control signal to perform "constant-deflection

scanning" as seen in Fig. 6.6. The voltages (Vy, V"), which were applied to the 3D

piezoelectric positioner, produced the topographic information (1D) of the circuit surface.
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Fig. 6.6. The feedback control system used for a topographic scans.

The piezoelectric positioner used in this work has a movement range of 20 $m (for

the 75 V maximum ouþut voltage of the piezo controller) for all three axes. The piezo

coordinates were calibrated by a standard Si/SiO2 grating (TGZ03) from the SPMTIPS

[6], which is a 1D affays of rectangular SiOz steps on a Si wafer as seen inFig. 6.7.

Step
height

0.5pm

Fig. 6.7. The schematic of a standard Si/SiOz grating (TGZ03) with a step height of 0.5 pm +17o
and a pitch size of 3.0 pm.
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ala H't

6

Position y (pm)

Fig. 6.8. A sample of a lD topographic scan of the test circuit with the smallest line width of 2 pm
and a separation of I pm. The thickness of the three traces is about 0.5 pm.

A sample of a 1D topographic scan of the ITG circuit's three traces of 2 ¡rm in width

is shown in Fig. 6.8. From this measurement, the thickness of the three metal traces was

shown to be about 0.5 ¡rm.

10
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Next, the lD force scan was performed in the noncontact mode. During the second

scan as seen in Fig. 6.9, the probe was lifted and kept at a constant distance z above the

interconnect traces (z is denoted as the distance between the tip apex and the top of the

traces). Since the test circuit may be tilted at a small angle (could be adjusted to be as

small as 0.1o/o), the piezo voltage V"had to be corrected by this angle for the constant z.

The two scans were both controlled automatically by VI programs.

--+ Y-Position

z: 100nm

-5-4-3-2-1012345
Position y (Um)

Fig. 6.9. Curve (a) is a lD topographic scan of the test circuit's three traces with 2 pm width.
Curve (b) and (c) show two lD force scans, A, Ior e:100 nm. The circuit was stimulated with
2.5 MbiUs square-wave signals with vq(t) : 0 and yr(r) : vzþ) = 0.75 V in (b) and v6(t) = u2(r):
0 V, v¡(r):0.75 V in (c).

In Fig. 6.9, the curves (b) and (c) are two l-D force scans, A", for z : r00 nm. For

curve þ), a2.5 Mbilsec square-wave signal was applied to the three traces such that v6(z)

: 0, and ,t(t) = vz(r) :0.75 V. For curve (c), v6(r) : vz(r): 0 V, vl(z) : 0.75 V. Curve (b)

shows that a large force was measured even when the tip was over the grounded trace

(trace 0). According to Eq. (6.8), this undesirable background signal came from the signal

A"t aîd was mainly the force contribution of the cantilever (so called the cantilever

inference). A larger background signal was measured for curve (c) when traces I and 2

1pm
€

I 1.s

t{{
I\
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were both energized. In this case, Ar:Azt*A22, and both Aa and A"z

signals.

were the interfering

4681012t4
Position y (pm)

Fig. ó.10. Four lD force scans at four different tip-to-sample distances, i.e. 100 nm, 500 nm, 1 pm,
and 2 pm. The three traces were stimulated with vs(t) : vzk) = 0 and yr(t) : -0.75 V.

Figure 6.10 shows lD force scans for four different tip-to-sample distances at 100 nm,

500 nm, 1 pm, and 2 ¡rm. These curves show that the background signal was almost

independent of the probe height. If this background signal was mainly the contribution of
the cantilever, it should have been insensitive to the small change in the probe height, due

to the much larger distance between the cantilever and the trace. The signal of interest

(due to the v1(r)) decreased much quicker as the tip-to-sample distance increased.

Figure 6.11 and 6.12 arc lD force scans with signals on trace 1 and 2 with the width

of 2 pm at tip-to-sample distance -700 nm. In Fig. 6.11, the circuit was energized with

uo(t):0 and vt(r):vz(r):0.75 V in curve (a) and vo(¡):0 V, v1(r):-0.75 V andv2(r):
035V in curve (b). In Fig. 6.12, the circuit was energized with vg(r): 0 and vr(¡) : 0.75V,

vz(r) : -0.7 5 V in curve (a) and vo(t) :0 V, v1(z):vz(t): 4.7 5 V in curve (b).

-0.8
I

i ",G

-* -1.6
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(a) ,r'

..1.. .. ....... ...ç .. ......... ..P..... ... .. ...1.q.............. 1.?..... ...... .ll ...... ...... 1.Þ-.

Position y (pm)

Fig. 6.11. The lD force scan of the test circuit's three traces with a 2 pm width for z:100 nm. The
circuit was stimulated with 2.5 MbiUs square-\rave signals with yo(t)=O and v1(t) : vzþ):0.75 V
in (a) and vo(t) : 0V, u1(t):[.75 V and vzþ):0.75 V in (b).

Position I Grm)

Fig. 6.12. The lD force scan of the test circuit's three traces with a 2 pm width for z:100 nm. The
circuit was stimulated with 2.5 MbiUs square-wave signals with ve(t):0, vt!\ :0.7S V and r2(t)
*0.75 V in (a) and vq(r):0 V and v{Ì)=vz(c):0.75 V in (b).
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Figure 6.13 is a lD force scan on trace 1 and 2 with the width of 4 ¡rm and a

separation of 2 pm at a tip-to-sample distance of 100 nm. The circuit was energised with

vs(z):0 and v 1(r):v2(z):-0.75 V.

Position y (pm)

Fig. 6.13. The curve (a) is the topographic scan of the test circuit's three traces with a 4 pm width.
The curve (b) is the lD force scan for z : 100 nm. The circuit was stimulated with 2.5 Mbifs
square-wave signals with v6(r) : 0, v1(t) : vz(t): -0.75V.

A lD force scan was also performed on the two edges of the 32 pm-wide trace 1

(0.75 V) with the traces 0 and 2 grounded. Figure 6.14 shows the measured results on the

falling edge and Fig. 6.15 on the rising edge at two different tip-to-sample spacings. The

cantilever extended to the right of the trace for each measurement (as shown in Fig. 6.14

and 6.15, but not scaled). In Fig. 6.14,the cantilever deflection signals drop dramatically

(due to the tip contribution) when the probe tip was started moving away from the falling

edge but drop slowly (mainly came from the tip sidewall coupling) to zero when the

probe tip was far away. However, in Fig. 6.15, non-zero small deflection signals were

detected even when the probe tip was already far away from the rising edge. These non-

zero small signals were obviously the contribution of the coupling capacitance between

the cantilever and the signal trace since the cantilever (with a length of 350 pm) was

hanging over the signal trace. Aty:0, the cantilever-to-trace distance can be estimated by

the tip height (10 pm) and the cantilever tilted angle 15o to be - 14 ¡rm. The cantilever

influence is insensitive to the tipto-sample distance as seen in these results because the

cantilever-to-sample distance is > 10 times the tip-to-sample distance in these cases.
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,3.5
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Positon y (pm)

Fig. 6.14. The lD force scan on the falling edge of the trace 1 for z:100 and 500 nm. The circuit
was stimulated with 2.5 Mbils square-\ryave signals with v1(z):0.75 V, and v6(r) : yz(t)=O V.

Fig. 6.15. The lD force scan on the rising edge of trace I for ¿:100 nm and 1 pm. The circuit was
stimulated \üith 2.5 Mbils square-wave signals w¡th yr(r):0.75 V, and v6(r): u2(r)=0 V.

6.1.5 Summary

From these measurements, the spatial resolution of the EFM probe is limited due to

the contribution of the coupling capacitance between the tip sidewall and especially the

cantilever and the circuit traces. The simple point load model can not be used for solving

the probe spatial resolution problem. More complicated models have been used for the tip

and the cantilever [81-83]. However, the probe spatial resolution could be roughly

estimated from these measurements. Commonl¡ the spatial resolution is defined as the
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ability of resolving two adjacent signals (with a -3 dB separation). As seen in Fig. 6.11,

6.12 and 6.13, the probe with a tipto-sample distance of 100 nm was unable to resolve

two adjacent signal traces with a 1 pm separation, but was able to resolve the two

adjacent signal traces with a 2 prm separation. This means that the probe spatial resolution

is less than2 pm but larger than I pm in this case, according to this criteria.

The resolution can also be estimated as the length of the transition from 25 to 75o/o of

the maximum force [87]. According to Fig. 6.14 and 6.15, the resolution is also larger

than 1 and less than2.

If assuming G,¡p(x,yø) and G"ont¡t"ru(x,!/) are the spatial responses of the tip and the

cantilever, respectively, then the total probe spatial response G(xy7) is

G(x,y,z) = G,,o(x,yrr)r G*,tir",",(x,y,z). (6.10)

Employing the method in [80] used for static surface potentials, the total force on the

cantilever is approximately

A" (x, y, z,t) = f*C1", y - l', z)v 
"(x, 

!',t = t)dy', (6.e)

where v"(x, !, Fr) is the circuit potential distribution at t : z. The mathematical inner

product represents a weighted sum of all of force contributions. To further understand the

effect of distributed forces on the probe, a coupled electrostatic-mechanical analysis was

performed for the EFM probes [8S].

6.2 Simulation

6.2.1 Theory

As previously discussed, the spatial resolution of the electrostatic force measurement

depends on the probe-circuit geometry and the interaction between the probe and the

circuit, which is, in fact, a complicated average of all the forces on the probe induced by

each point of the circuit interconnects. To analyse the details of the spatial resolution, one

would use a full three-dimensional numerical solution of Laplace's equation to calculate

the probe-circuit interaction.

A more practical solution is to estimate the coupling capacitance between the probe

and the circuit which could be calculated from the Poisson's equation by using a basic

mathematical technique for reducing functional equations to matrix equations, i.e. the
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Method of Moments [89]. The method will be briefly described and has been used for the

calculation of the coupling capacitances between the probe and the three parallel metal

traces. The simplified model of the physical system is shown in Fig. 6.16.

z

^

")-*'

W
v3Q), he3,t)

v4Q), p4(r4,t)

wl
v(t), p(rbt) v2@, p2@2,t)

Fig. 6.1ó. The simplified model of the physical system.

Considered in a region of constant permittivity e and constant volume charge density

p, the electrostatic potential should satisfu the Poisson's equation

W

Y2 Q(x,y,z) = -L
€

The potential at the point (xy,z) is

(6.11)

(6.12)

For all perfect electric conductors (with boundary condition fif) without dielectrics

(the free space, e:eo), the problem can be numerically solved by discretizing the surfaces

of the conductors into sub-areas (patches) and approximating the charge on each sub-area

as an impulse point charge concentrated at the centre of each sub-area (finite elements).

The Eq. (6.T2) becomes

v* =Z , * &*JA,,m =1,...,N, (6.13)
n=t 4ll€

where ø* is the charge density on the patch n with the area An and,^/ is the total number

of the patches (i.e. the conductor number one has patches from number 1 to .ðú, the

conductor number two has patches from number À[+1 to N2,..., ffid the conductor t has

patches from numberly'T-1f I to Àtr).

qn

(x,,, - x,)' + (y,, - y,)' + (t,, - r,)t

r22
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Equation (6.13) an be expressed in a matrix form as lV*l:ll^,llq"l.The charge

density can be solved from this matrix equation, i.e.lar]:[t*n]tlV^1. The corresponding

capacitance for each conductor is

c ¡* =+ = !fo,n, --îi,r; o,rK Vk Voa j n

(6.14)

where Ç* is the coupling capacitance between the conductorsi and k, and p; is the total

charges on conductorT.

6.2.2 Simulation results

To compare the theory with the experiment, the method was used to simulate the

EFM probe and the smallest three traces of the ITG circuit. The accuracy of the method

depends on the matrix, ll^,1, and how accurate it can represent the charge distribution.

The exact geometry of the probe has to be carefully taken into consideration for

discretization.

In this work, the geometry of the EFM probe was obtained from its data sheet [41]

and from the scanning electron microscopy images as shown in Fig. 2.2. The tip was

modelled as a cone with a hemisphere apex as shown in Fig. 6.17. The three conductive

traces and the cantilever beam were modelled as zero height conductors. The cantilever

support block was modelled with a síze of 1 pm x 1 pm. The circuit ground plane was

located at 1 pm below the three traces with a substrate of free space between them. The

length of the traces was much longer than the width of the cantilever.

cone

H
It[-7 \ /

topnrl \ Vr =zz.so_----V /I \t/ ---- \-,/
T ,.V ,un' hemisphere

lmmxlmm

Fig. 6.17. The silicon tip, the cantilever and the cantilever supporting block geometry model.

For stability, the discretization avoids long and naffow patches and the distance

between each two adjacent patches ¡s -JA, where A isthe patch area. Two adjacent
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patches should have approximately the same area while the total area of all the patches

should be equal to the total physical area.ln the simulation, 2971 patches in total were

generated for the probe and the three traces. The geometric model with these patches as

seen in Fig. 6.18 can be viewed through a program called GeoView [88] for verification.

Fig. 6.18. The patches for the tip and the circuit traces with and a ground plane below. The trace
sizes are 2 pm with a 1 pm separation, i.e. 2:1:2:1:2 [88].

The coupling capacitances between the probe and the trace I and all three traces were

calculated as seen in Fig. 6.19 and 6.20, respectively, for the probe tip position, y,

scanned from -3 ¡rm to +3 pm þ:0, the centre of the trace 1) and tip-to-sample distance,

z. z changes from 100 nm to 2 pm, which is the typical range for the EFM operation.

From these capacitance profiles, the capacitance derivatives (the 2D vertical force

mapping) could be calculated. The capacitance derivative calculated from Fig. 6.19 is

shown in Fig. 6.21, and correspondingly the force calculated from Fig.6.20 is shown in

Fig.6.22.

The calculated capacitance derivative results (Fig. 6.21 and 6.22) show a better probe

spatial resolution in comparison with the experimental results (Fig. 6.9). Using the same

definition as discussed in the previous section, the simulated probe spatial resolution for

the tip-to-sample distance of 100 nm is about 1.5 ¡rm.
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Fig. 6.19. The simulated coupling capacitance between the probe and the trace 1. The tip-to-
circuit distance changes from 100 nm to 2 pm (100 nm for each increment).
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Fig. 6.20. The simulated coupling capacitance between the probe and all three traces. The tip-to-
circuit distance changes from 100 nm to 2 pm (100 nm for each increment).
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Fig. 6.21. The capacitance derivative calculated from Fig. 6.19. The tip-to-circuit distance
changes from 100 nm to 2 pm (100 nm for each increment).
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Fig. 6.22. The capacitance derivative calculated from Fig. 6.20. The tip-to-circuit distance
changes from 100 nm to 2 pm (100 nm for each increment).

The normalized theoretícal capacitance derivative, ltdC/dz, between the probe, which

is positioned above the center of the trace 1, and the trace i:0,1,2, is given in Fig. 6.23 as

a function of tip-to-sample distance. The results are compared with the measured

electrostatic force induced cantilever deflection A"¡, due to the same signal v¡(t), which

was applied individually to the three traces.
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Fig. 6.23. The measured canfilever deflection A¿ [due to the same sÍgnal u,{r), which was
individually applied to the three tracesl as a function of the probe-to-sample distance e with the
probe above the trace 1. The normalized deflection l¿ is compared with the simulate d ll2dC/dz
values. The dashed line indicates the measured interferencelevel,AplA,l, due to the trace 2.
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Figure 6.23 also shows the interference level, A,21A"1, due to the trace 2, which varies

from 30% at z:700 nm to > 50o/o at z : 1 pm. This result is in agreement with Table 2.

The figure shows that the deflection caused by the signals on the adjacent traces is far

less sensitive to the tip-to-sample distance and their influence would be reduced using a

force-gradient method as discussed in the next chapter.

Figure 6.24 also shows the capacitance second order derivative Yr&Cldzz calculated

from Fig. 6.22 for comparison and to show that the higher order capacitance derivative

(force-gradient) has better spatial resolution. This is the focus of the next chapter.

lè006 0 lÈ006

Probe positiony (m)

ßig, 6.24. The capacitance second order derivative calculated from Fig. 6.21. The tÍp-to-circuit
distance changes from 100 nm to 2 ¡rm (100 nm for each increment).
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Chapter 7 Electrostatic Force-Gradient Microscopy

Chapter 7

Electrostatic F orce-Gradient Microscopy

The results of Chapter 6 implies that detection schemes based on higher order

capacitance deriatives can yield a better spatial resolution. Chapter 7 proposes two

dynamic force-gradient microscopy approaches to improve the probe spatial resolution.

The first one is a numerical force-gradient detection approach, in which the force gradient

is extracted numerically from directly sensing the force induced deflections for two tip-

to-sample distances. The second approach enables direct detection of high-frequency

force-gradients by employing a high-frequency implementation of a mechanoelectric

cross-modulation scheme. It involves using an external vibration oscillator to

mechanically modulate the tip-to-sample distance. Measurements on three parallel

interconnects of an IC operating up to 500 Mbils demonstrate a submicron spatial

resolution and a significant reduction of interference by using the force-gradient

approaches.

7.1 Force-gradient method in DEFM

As discussed in the previous chapter, the electrostatic force on the cantilever is not

only a function of time, but is also a function of the tip-to-sample distance ) z) as

expressed in Eq. (6.1). The force gradient can be derived by differentiating the Eq. (6.1)

with respect to the tip-to-sample distance ) z) as

!r"ç",,¡ = I#rrx,y,z)lv oG) -r"(x,y,t)f, . (7.r)

The force gradient depends on the second derivative of the probe-circuit coupling

capacitance and the squffe of the potential difference. From this equation, the circuit

voltage v"(xy,t) can be extracted by detecting the force gradient instead of the force as is

discussed in previous chapters. Direct force-gradient detection methods will be discussed

in the next section.
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Fig. 7.1. Block diagram of the dynamic electrostatic force probing instrument which employs a
force-gradient method.

In this section, a numerical force-gradient method is proposed. The force-gradient

method is based on sensing the force as the tip-sample distance is modulated [90]. A

schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in Fig. 7.1. The tip-to-sample distance is

step modulated at a slow rate, f"<<f,, by means of a piezo as shown in Fig. 7.1. The

change in probe deflection amplitude for the change of the tipto-sample distances,

Az:(zyz2)>O, is implemented numerically and can be described as [90]

Equation (7.2) is an approximation of the force gradient at a tip-to-sample distance z :
(zfz2)12. For a small Lz, the dominant error for the equation (7 .2) can be estimated from

the Taylor series expansion of M"(2,f,

A,(2,, r) - A,(2,,Ò = 4#9 * . :ryA (+t' + o((^z)s ),

to be proportional to çAz2l2Ð(ò4cßz\, notes that A, * òClð2. The accuracy of the

equation (7.2) wlll be fuither discussed later in this section.

(7.3)
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Chapter 7 Electrostatíc Force-Gradient Microscopy

For probing three parallel conducting traces as discussed in the previous chapter, the

detected force gradient can also be expressed in three parts

d,A,(z,t) _ AA"o(z,t) * M,r(z,t) * M,r(t,r) 
.AzAzAzAz'

(7.4)

where one of the three parts is the desired signal and the others are the interfering signals

from the adjacent traces. d,A"¡(z,t); í:0,1,2, is proportional to ð2C¡(x,y,z)lð22, respectively.

Since the coupling capacitance has an inverse relationship with respect to the tip-to-

sample distance, the force-gradient method using the second-order derivative of the

capacitance yields better spatial resolution. This means that the interfering signals will be

much smaller than the desired signal in the force-gradient measurement due to the

relatively larger distances of the adjacent traces to the probe tip.

Figure 7.2 shows the force-gradient, M,¡, calculated numerically using (7.2) and the

measured A"¡ values from Fig. 6.23. The Mzr result is compared with the theoretical

yròC1ß22 values determined by simulation and indicates the validity of the numerical

approach. The interference level, M,2/M¿, is <10% when the tip-to-sample distance z is

<300 nm (for comparison, recall that A,zlA,t:30%o at z:100 nm in Fig. 6.23). The force-

gradient method should achieve a significant reduction in cross talk.
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0.0 0.2 04 06 0.8 10

Tip-lo-sample Dislanc e, z (pm)

Fig.7.2. The numerically calculated force-gradient, M¿, using the equation (7.2) and the
measured l¿ values from Fig. 6.23. The Âl¿ result is compared with the simulated yrð'zC/ðt
values. The interference level, MalMú, is less than l0%o when z < 300 nm.
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Fig. 7.3. The force-gradient, M,(òr calculated from the measured deflection signals, A"(z,t),
when the probe tip-to-sample distance is modulated from zl:100 nm to z¿: 500 nm. The
interference signal was significantly reduced.

The force-gradient method was applied to the high speed waveform measurements.

The measurement setup is similar to that used in Fig. 6.5 in Chapter 6. The probe tip is

located over the trace I to sample v1(r) and an interference signal v2(r) is applied to the

trace 2. Fig. 7.3 shows the force-gradient, M,(ò, calculated numerically from the

deflection signals, A"(z,r), when the probe tip-to-sample distance is modulated from

z¡100 nm to zz:500 nm (Lz:400 run). M"(î) is clearly a better representation of the

signal v1(r) than the force induced deflection signals, M"(z,e). Similarl¡ in Fig. 7.4, v{t)

is an 8-bit [01011100], 100 ns/bit, repeatingpattern; v2(t)ís an 8 bit [00001111] patrern

and v6(l):0. The force-gradient signal in Fig. 7 .4, M,(x), is a better representation of the

signal of interest, vr(r). The interference level presented in the force-gradient

measurements is significantly reduced in comparison to the reduction of the interference

levels presented in the force measurements.

To improve the measurement bandwidth, a I ns sampling pulse was used for higher

bandwidth force-gradient measurements.
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300 400

Time (ns)

Fig.7.4. The force-gradienÇ MrG\, calculated from the measured deflection signals, Ar(2, r),
when the probe tip-to-sample distance is modulated from zr=100 nm to ez:500 nm. The circuit
signal v1(r) is an 8-bit [0101ff001, 100 ns/bit, pattern, yz(r) is an 8-bit [00001f11] pattern and
vo(t)=0.

As an example, force and force-gradient DEFM measurement of 500 Mbit/sec signals

applied to the test circuit of the three traces is shown in Fig. 7.5. Here v1(/) is an 8-bit

[01010011],2 ns/bit, repeatingpattern; v2(/) is an 8-bit [01101010] pattern and v6(r):0.

The probe was located above the trace I and a ô:1 ns sampling pulse was used. The

waveform measured by direct force probing, A"(z=l}0nm,ø), is given by the curve (b) and

shows obvious interference from v2(r). The force-gradient signal M,(Ò, as the probe tip-

to-sample distance was modulated from 100 nm to 500 nm, is given by the curve (c). The

actual circuit signal v1(/) was measured by a 3 GHz bandwidth active contact probe

(Picoprobe Model 34A l4l) and is given by the curve (a) in Fig. 7.5 after performing a

convolution with the I ns probe sampling pulse. The force-gradient signal matches well

with the active probe result and even identifies distortion of the signal due to the inter-

trace coupling at high frequencies.
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þ) A"(z:100nm, ø)

8

ïme (ns)

Fig. 7.5. Measurement of 500 MbiUsec signals applied to the test circuit of the three traces. The
signal v1(r) is an 8-bit [0101001U, 2 ns/bit, pattern, v2(f) is an 8-bit [011010101 pattern and u6(r)=0.
Curve (a) shows u1(r) as measured with a 3GHz active probe and after performing a convolution
with the 1 ns probe sampling pulse. Curve (b) shows the waveform A,(r100 nm, r) measured by
direct force probing. Curve (c) shows the force-gradient M"(:''), when the probe tip-to-sample
distance was modulated from 100 nm to 500 nm.

Figure 7.6 shows the force-gradient, M", as the probe was scanned across the three

traces of the test circuit with the tip-to-sample distance modulated from 100 nm to

500 nm. The experiment was similar to Fig. 6.9(c) (the cantilever extended to the right),

only the trace 1 was energized, vt(x):0.75 V. The result shows that the background

signal due to coupling to the cantilever is suppressed and that a submicron spatial

resolution is achieved. When performing scanning measurements, effor in the gradient

may be significant due to variations in the probe height from the piezo non-linearity.

Usually point-by-point time-domain waveform measurement is implemented in IC
functional testing and then only topographic scanning is needed to position the probe.
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-0.2

-3-2-1012
Postion y (pm)

Fig. 7.ó. The force-gradient, M, signal as the probe is scanned across the three traces of the test
circuit. Similar to Fig. 6.9(c), only the trace I was energized, v1(t):0.75 V.

The coupling to the cantilever shown in the force measurements of the rising edge of

the 32 pm-wide trace 1 as shown in Fig. 6.14 (the non-zero deflection background signals

exist even when the tip is far away from the signal trace) is clearly suppressed in the

force-gradient signal, L,A,, as shown in Fig. 7.7. Similarly, Fig. 7.8 shows the force-

gradient, M,, as the probe was scanned across the falling edge of the 32 pm wide trace 1.

The force-gradient signals drop quickly to zero as the tip was scanned about 2 pm away

from the edges.

024 68101214161820
Position y (pm)

ßig. 7.7. The force-gradient, ÁA", signal on the rising edge of the 32 pm-wide trace 1. The circuit
was stimulated with 2.5 Mbils square-ìvave signals with v¡(r) = 0.75 V, and vo(t): yz(r): 0 V.
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F'ig. 7.8. The force-gradient, ÁA", signal on the falling edge of the 32 pm-wide trace 1. It was
stimulated with 2.5 Mbit/s square-\ryave signals with vr(r) :0.75 V, and vs(r) : r,2(r)= 0 V.

The dominant enor for the force-gradient calculation using Eq. (7.2) is proportional

lZz2tZ+¡1ð4Clð/) (for small /z) and can be estimated by numerically processing the

t/'ð2C/ò22 data in Fig. 6.22 to be <Io/o for z :300 nm and /z=50 nm. Error in the force

gradient could be significant when using Eq. (7.2) for small z (<100 nm) or large lz (in
relation to z). In this specific case, the force-gradient method is used successfully for the

reduction of interference from signals on the parallel interconnects and a better spatial

resolution is achieved as demonstrated by these measurements.

The cost of employing the force-gradient approach is a decrease in the signal-to-noise

ratio of the measurement. Assuming the noise in the system is dominated by the thermal

noise of the cantilever, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for direct force measurements is

derived in [39]. For a small lz,the SNR for the force-gradient method employed is scaled

by a factor of /A,/A", using the approximation ðA,lòz - /A,l/2, to be [90]

(7.s)

where B is the bandwidth of the system, Z is the absolute temperature, and k6 is

Boltzmann's constant. In this measurement, B is I lFrz, and T is the room temperature.

Using the mechanical specifications of the cantilever, capacitance derivative data from

Fig. 7 .2, and for Lzz400nn and &T :1140 as shown in Fig. 7 .6, the minimum detectable

'i/A= 
*#l^,*^ffi,
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signal (at ^SNÃ:l) is about 14 mVlJHz. For a small /2, the SNR of the force-gradient

could be too small to be measured by this method. In the following section, direct force-

gradient detection methods for the improvement of the spatial resolution will be

discussed.

7.2Direct force-gradient detection in DEFM

The direct force-gradient method has been used for electrical contrast observations

and dc voltage measurements in Kelvin probe force microscopy 191,92,931. Up to now,

the force gradient has not been proposed for high frequency voltage measurement. The

aims of this section are to discuss the direct force gradient detection methods and how to

implement the force gradient measurement in the DEFM for high frequency voltage

measurement. The force gradient measurements demonstrate an improved spatial

resolution for the high frequency voltage measurements.

7.2.1 Cantilever frequency response to a force gradient

Since the electrostatic force is not a uniform function of z, for a small variation å to
the tip-to-sample distance zo, the electrostatic force can be expressed in a Taylor series

expansion form as

F,(z,t) = F,(zo,t) + õzF)(2",t)+ O(õ22), (7.6)

where the prime in F)(2",t) represents ðlðz and O@ðrepresents the higher orders of å
which we will ignore.

For a small variation, the static component of the force gradient is usually only

considered [91]. The equation of motion Eq. (2.8) is this case becomes

d2z dz
mr i + y: * kz = W, + F,(zo,t) + F,(z)2.dt' clt

(7.7)

The Fourier transformation is

- mr02Z@) + ja¡lZ(a¡)+ kZ(a) = F"(Zo,a) + F)(r,)Z(a¡). (7.S)

We will use the notation: F,(a) for F,("",a), and F) for F)(2") .

The cantilever frequency response Vt(a)l can then be expressed as
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lu@)l=
Qtk

m
.l(r- +¡*e'e-=-=)'
\ktdo;

Comparing Eq. (1.7) with Eq. (2.15), the effective spring constant of the cantilever in the

presence of the force gradient may be given by k' :k-{. From the calculated force

gradient for a probe located above the trace 1 as shown in Fig. 7.2 in the previous section,

F;lk - 0.002 for z - 300 nm. Figure 7.9 shows an example of the comparison of Ç16

and F)lk:0.05. The maximum response of the cantilever occurs at a frequency al, as

(7.e)

(7.10)

For a small F;lk,the resonance frequency shift is approximately Lat=- yr(F;lk)0t,. This

is about l2.5Hzfor F)lk- 0.002 and 3l2.5Hzfor f)lk - 0.05 (assuming Ø,:72.5

kHz).

1

Normalized frequency

Fig. 7.9. The magnitude of the cantilever mechanical response in the presence of a force gradient
(the solid curve), and without a force gradient (the dotted curve). This example calculation is for
Q: 16 anù F"'lk:0.05.
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The relative phase of the vibration is

0(a) --tan-r
al a,

(7.11)

ee-+-4)k (D;

Figure 7.10 shows an example comparison of the vibration phase with a force gradient

and without a force gradient for Ç16 and F,'lk:0.05. For a small F;lk, the maximum

variation of the phase is approxim ately L0 = -+. This is about l.8o for F;lk -0.002
k

and 45.8o for F"lk- 0.05 (assuming that Q:16).
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Fig. 7.10. The relative phase of the cantilever mechanical response in the presence of a force
gradient (the solid curve), and without a force gradient (the dotted curve). This example
calculation is for Q:16 and F"'lk:0.05.

7.2.2 Direct force gradient detection

ln the most commonly used direct force gradient detection schemes, the cantilever is

driven at a constant frequency near its fundamental resonance and the force gradients are

detected as variations in the amplitude (amplitude slope detection) [94], the phase þhase
detection) [95] and the frequency (frequency modulation detection) [96].
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Table 4 lists the detailed information about these three detection methods (assuming a

Iarge Q and a small and time-invariant force-gradient, i.e. F, I k <<1). For the amplitude

slope detection method, the maximum slope of the cantilever amplitude response occurs

at a¡=úù(lty J-Be) @'zW@)Vòo]:q and at this point the vibration amplitude change

due to the force-gradientF- is given by M"=-?$¿,lg4l. Similarly, for the phase
3.13k

detection, the maximum phase variation occurs at û)= a¡(l-118t') =rr+ p2qa¡ñaÎ:O¡

[95]. At this frequency, the phase variation due to the force-gradient F- is given by

Le=-Q!; , which can be derived from (7.11) using the approximation òilal)lòat=
k

2Qlø and ¡61,--fir,. The minimum detectable force gradients in the table were

determined by the thermal noise [94,97].

Table 4 Detailed information about the three force gradient detection methods.

Detection
method

Detection variation
equation

Maximum
variation

Minimum
detectable.E,

W
\l@
wlw
W-tçrnlæ

To improve the force gradient measurement sensitivity, experiments are usually

performed in a vacuum. Under vacuum, the force gradient measurement is generally

based on frequency shift detection [9S]. At about 10-3 torr, the cantilever vibratioî e
factor may increase by at least two or three orders of magnitude [98]. The sensitivity of

the force gradient measurement will improve Jã timæ.

In the following section, the phase detection is studied for EFM voltage measurement.

FM
detection

te6l
Amplitude

slope
detection

le4l
Phase

detection

te5l

^,=+lw
a = -t*-,[ ' l, F: ''f-'1ø=-tan 

l*'l'- r-4) ]

La, =-frr,

-r 
M. = -2Q!-) ,q,- 343k

Le = -QF;k
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7 .2.2.1 Phase detection

Usually, the force gradient detection methods employ an external vibration oscillator

to modulate the probe-to-sample distance and activate the force gradients. In this work,

the desired electrostatic force induces a variation of the tipto-sample distance õ2, í.e. the

vibration amplitude of the cantilever, also activates a force gradient above the sample.

This force gradient depends on the circuit voltage and the second capacitance derivative

as given by Eq. (7.1).

In this work, the phase detection method was used for force gradient detection. The

phase variation could be measured by the same lock-in amplifier used in the EFM for the

cantilever amplitude detection. The phase variation measurement setup is the same as the

amplitude measurement setup. In this work, phase variation measurements were

performed on the ITG circuit with the three parallel traces (Fig. 6.2).

From the force simulation (Fig. 6.23), the force induced cantilever vibration

amplitude (assuming there is a 1 V voltage difference) can be estimated as a function of
tip-to-sample distance, as shown in Fig. 7.ll.It shows that the probe vibration amplitude

is usually much smaller than the probe height (the tip-to-sample distance).
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Fig. 7.11. The vibration amplitude due to the calculated force in Fig. 6.22 for the case Q: 16 and,
ft:0.055 N/m.

The phase variation can be estimated from the force gradient simulation, Fig. 7.2, and

is shown in Fig. 7.12 (dotted curve). The phase variation measurement was performed on

the ITG circuit using the same probe setup as previously shown in Fig. 6.23. Tlte phase

variation, measured at the cantilever resonance frequency, is also shown in Fig. 7.12
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(solid curve) for comparison. The results of Fig. 7.12 show that the phase variation

induced by the force-gradient is usually quite small, but increases quickly as the probe

moves closer to the circuit.

!'t'''o'''
aI

a

I

)

r dotteù simulation
a

soliù measurement
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Tiptes amfl e dis tance (nicron)

Fig. 7.12. The phase variation due to the calculated force gradient in Fig. 7.2 for Q: 16 and /r =
0.055 N/m (dotted curve) and the measured phase variation (solid curve).

One dimensional scans were performed of the phase variation measurements across

the three traces of the ITG circuit with the traces 1 and 2 energ¡zed and the trace 0

grounded. An example of the measurement result is shown in Fig. 7.13 for a tip-to-

sample distance of 100 nm, and is compared to the measured vibration amplitude signal.

The result demonstrates a much better spatial resolution (< I pm) for the force-gradient

measurement when compared with the force measurement. The large slope over the trace

1 and the trace 2, as shown in the phase variation measurement, is mainly due to probe

height variations. This may come from piezo nonlinearity and drifting.
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012345678910
Probe position y (m)

Fig. 7.13. The force (A) and the force gradient (the phase variation) signals lD scan across the
three traces of Fig. 6.2. Traces I and 2 were energized with a 4 V difference to the probe. The
trace 0 was grounded.

The phase detection method avoids the use of external vibration oscillators. The SNR

of the force gradient detection depends on the ratio of F,'lk and, the SNR of the force

detection,
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For the EFM probe over the ITG circuit (the smallest trace I), F"'lk- 0.002 at z - 300 nm

and F"'lk - 0.006 at z - 100 nm. The SNR of the phase measurement method is much

smaller than the SNR of the amplitude measurement method. A smaller tip-to-sample

distance usually means a much better SNR. However, the smallest tip-to-sample distance

is limited by mechanical noise (as discussed in chapter 4) and the probe vibration

amplitude which increases as the probe moves to the surface (this was estimated in Fig.

7.11 for this specific case). In this work, the tip-to-sample distance for the optimal

observation of the force-gradient is between 100 - 400 nm.
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7.2.2.2 DEFM force gradient measurement

The SNR of the force gradient detection method can be improved by increasing the

variation of the tipto-sample distance. An external vibration oscillator is usually used to

force the cantilever (or the circuit-under-test) to vibrate at a desired modulation depth,

which is usually denoted as d^. [n comparison to the vibration phase detection method,

the SNR of the force-gradient measurement will be enhanced by d^lA" times where A"is

the force induced vibration amplitude. For the numerical force gradient implementation

discussed in the previous section (7.1), the modulation depth d^was chosen to be as large

as 200 nrî (Lz: 400 nm), which is many times more than the small force induced

vibration amplitude.

In this work, a mechanoelectric cross-modulation scheme [99] is applied for direct

force gradient measurement in DEFM. By using this scheme, the force gradient can be

detected by monitoring one of the cantilever deflection frequency components. The

schematic diagram of the setup for the EFM force-gradient measurement is shown in Fig.

7.r4.

lock-in amplifier

la¡"-a¡*l

Fig. 7.14. Schematic diagram of the mechanoelectric cross modulation scheme for electrostatic
force gradient detection. To make the fìgure concise, the pulse equivalent time sampling circuit is
simplifïed.

A piezo-electric actuator [100] is used as an external vibration oscillator to vibrate the

circuit at a frequency, ctln, which is usually set to be well above the cantilever resonant

frequency in order to avoid spurious oscillations of the cantilever. The probe-to-sample

distance is modulated as z(t): zo t d*cos(ø^t). The probe electric signal is modulated at

a frequency @, (-(t)"). From Eq. (2.28),the electrostatic force component at oàis
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F,(z(t)) =
2 ð c (x 

¿-, z (t)) 
(v, Q),v 

" 
(x, y,t)) cos(a"t). (7.r3)

7t ðz Vs\-/, c\--'/1-/l---\--e

For a small d., (7.13) becomes

F"(z(t)) = -ZPcþ-ù.ry+(cos((ø" + ø^)t)+ cos((ø" - a,,)l)l(v,(t),v"(x,y,t)).

(7.r4)

The desired force-gradient signal can be detected by monitoring the force induced

cantilever deflection at the difference frequency lø-a¡"|, where lø-anl S ú+, and is

sensed by the cantilever. The signal is proportional to t+ù, d* arrd V"(x,yÐ.
dz

The essential point of this technique is the decoupling of the spurious and the target

oscillation signals in the frequency domain by means of a heterodyne method. The

measured signal is proportional to F,' d^12, the force gradient. The ratio of the SNR of the

force gradient signal to the SNR of the force signal is approximately yrF)d^lkA,:

y2(F,'lk)(d^/A"). fr" force-gradient SNR using this method will increase Yzd*lA,times in

comparison to the DEFM phase measurement SNR. However, the force-gradient

measurement error is proportional to (d.)'.

Measurements based on this method were performed on the ITG circuit [36]. The

circuit is vibrated at 27 kIIz with a modulation depth - 30 nm. The probe signal is

modulated at a frequenay (@") so that the cantilever vibration component at the frequency

difference lø-a¿"|is selected to be near the cantilever resonance frequency and can be

measured by a lockin amplifier.

The test circuit contains four traces (widths of 20 pm for traces 0 and 32 prm for

traces l,2,3; the spacing between these traces is 16 pm) as shown in Fig. 7.15. The

cantilever is extended over the traces while the tip is located at the middte of the trace 0

as seen in Fig. 7.15 (b). To maximize the signal-to-noise-ratio, the probe signal pattern is

chosen the same as the circuit signal pattern (both are 4 MbiVs square waves) with Vo:2y.
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Fig. 7.15. (a) Top-view photo of the sample circuit traces. The cantilever is extended over the
traces while the tip is located the middle of the trace 0. (b) The dimensions for the circuit traces.

The measured force and force gradient signals as a function of the tip-to-sample

distance are shown in Fig. 7.16.
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Figure 7.16 shows that the large contribution from the cantilever in the force

measurement (F011liFl000) is significantly reduced in the force gradient measurement

(FGO111/ FGl000). However the force gradient measurement has to be performed within

a much smaller tip-to-sample distance to increase the measurement signal-to-noise-ratio.

Figure 7.17 shows the measured force and force gradient signals as a function of the

circuit voltage (r"o). The result shows that the force gradient is proportional to the

measured circuit voltage. The nulling technique can also be used for obtaining the

absolute voltage measurements and the spatial resolution can be significantly improved in

comparison with the force measurement as indicated in Fig. 7.17. Fwrher discussion will

be presented in [101].

Fl1t I

F1000

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I t.2

Circuit voltage V 
"o(Y)

f ig. 7.17. Solid dots are measured force (F1000) and force gradient (FG1000) lor V4: Vcz: V"t :
0. Hollow dots are measured force (F1111) and force gradient (FG111l) ror v"1: v"z: v6:2y.

In summary, the force gradient detection method can be applied to improve

measurement spatial resolution, and more importantly, to dramatically suppress

interference from signals on parallel interconnects.
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Chapter I

Conclusions and Future Considerations

8.1 Conclusions

Several electrostatic force microscopy techniques have been developed and shown to

be useful tools for the sampling of high-speed internal circuit signal waveforms. In this

work, frequency downconversion is mainly realized by driving the SPM probe with an

amplitude modulated voltage pulse. Using ultrafast logic gates for generating high-speed

sampling pulses, this EFM instrument has demonstrated a bandwidth of 8 GHz and a

phase resolution of 10 ps. Up to 10 Gbils digital signals were measured on a wideband

distributed amplifier to demonshate the capability of the instrument. A technique for

high-speed quantitative voltage measurement was realized by using a null-force

technique. Quantitative voltage measurements of a wideband distributed amplifier's 250

MbiVs internal signals was demonstrated with a voltage sensitivity of approximately 5

mVlJHz. The spatial resolution of the standard EFM technique, using a commercial

micro-fabricated probe, was estimated to be about 1.4 pm (used in ambient conditions).

ln addition, large interference from signals on adjacent interconnect traces were

observed. Two dynamic force-gradient detection methods were proposed and

implemented to improve the probe spatial resolution. A submicron spatial resolution and

a significant reduction of interference from signals on parallel interconnects was achieved

in the force-gradient measurements of signals up to 500 Mbis. The cantilever loading was

found to be about 4 ff for a tip-to-sample spacing of about 300 nm.

8.2 Future considerations

Due to the increasing circuit operation speed, further improvement of the EFM probe

bandwidth is needed for the near future. The Picosecond edge compressor's 4 ps voltage
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edge and a CPW transmission line cantilever could be applied to allow for 10 Gbit/s

measurements.

DEFM force gradient detection has shown a significant improvement of the

measurement spatial resolution. However, its sensitivity is usually much worse than the

force measurement. To improve the sensitivity of the force gradient detection, a vacuum

system should be applied.
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